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Steam Boilers

I. Introduction. 2. Important Terms for Steam Boilers. 3. Essentials of a Good Steam Boiler. 4.
Selection of a Steam Boiler. 5. Classifications of Steam Boilers. 6. Simple Vertical Boiler. 7. Cochran
Boiler or Vertical Multi-tubular Boiler. 8. Scotch Marine Boiler. 9. Lancashire Boiler. 10. Cornish Boijr.
11. Locomotive Boiler. 12. Babcock and Wilcox Boiler. 13.44-Monl Boiler. 14. Loeffler Boiler. I.
Benson Boiler. 16. Comparison Between Water Tube and Fire Tube Boiler.

13.1. Introduction

A steam generator or boiler is, usually, a closed vessel made of steel. Its function is to transfer
the heat produced by the combusijon of fuel (solid, liquid or gaseous) to water, and ultimately to
generate steam. The steam produced may be supplied:

- to an external combustion engine, i.e. steam engines and turbines,
2. at low pressures for industrial process work in cotton mills, sugar factories, breweries, etc., and
3.forproducing hot water, which can be used for heating installations at much lowerpressures..j2 ,,.Jinortant Terms for Steam Boilers

\./ Though there are many terms used in steam boilers, yet the following are important from the
subject point of view:

I. Boiler shell. It is made up of steel plates bent into cylindrical form and riveted or welded
together. The ends of the shell are closed by means of end plates. A boiler shell should have sufficient
capacity to contain water and steam.

2. Combustion chamber. It is the space, generally below the boiler shell, meant for burning
fuel in order to produce steam from the water contained in the shell.

3. Grate. It is a platform, in the combustion chamber, upon which fuel (coal or wood) is burnt.
The grate, generally, consists of cast iron bars which are spaced apart so that air (reqàired for
combuiMn) can pass through them. The surface area of the grate, over which the fire takes place, is
called grate surface.

4. Furnace. It is the space, above the grate and , elow the boiler shell, in which the fuel is
actually burnt. The furnace is also cailedfire l'k..

5. Heating surface. It is that part of bci: Surface, which is exposed to the fire (or hot lases
from the fire).

6. Mvuntings. These are the fittings which are mounted on the boiler for its proper functioning.
They include water level indicator, pressure gauge, safety valve etc. It may be noted that a boiler

,cannot function safely without the mountings.

7. Accessories. These are the devices, which form an integral part of a boiler, but are not
mountnd on it. They include supertleater, economiser, feed pump etc. It may be noted that the
accessbries help in controlling and running the boiler efficiently.
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13.3, Essentials of a Good Steam BoilerBoiler

Following are the important essentials of a good steam boiler :
I. It should produce maximum quantity of steam with the minimum fuel consumption.

2. 'It should be economical to instal, and should require little aMention during operation.

3. It should rapidly meet the fluctuation of load.

4. It should be capable of quick starting.
5. It should be light in weight.
6. It should occupy a small space.
7. The joints should be few and accessible for inspection.
8. The mud and other deposits should not collect on the heating plates.
9. The refractory material should be reduced to a minimum. But it should be sufficient to

secure easy ignition, and smokeless combustion of the fuel on reduced load.
10. The tubes should not accumulate soot or water deposits, and should have a reasonable

margin of strength to allow for wear or corrosion.
II. The water and flue gas circuits should be designed to allow a maximum fluid velocity

without incurring heavy frictional bsses.
12. It should comply with safety regulations as laid down in the Boilers Act.

13.4. Selection of a Steam Boiler

The selection of type and size of a steam boiler depends upon the following factors:
I. The power required and the working pressure.
2.The rate at which steam is to be generated.
3.The geographical position of the power house.
4.The fuel and water available.
5.The type of fuel to be used.
6.The probable permanency of the station.
7.The probable load factor.
Classifications of Steam Boilers

Though there are many classifications of steam boilers, yet the following are important from
the subject point of view:

I. According to the contents in the tube. The steam boilers, according to the contents in the
tube may be classified as

(a) Fire tube or smoke tube boiler, and (b) Water tube boiler.
Infire tube steam boilers, the flames and hot gases, produced by the combustion of fuel, pass

through the tubes (called multi-tubes) which are surrounded by water. The heat is conducted through
the walls of the tubes from the hot gases to the surrounding water. Examples of fire tube boil&s are
Simple vertical boiler, Cochran boiler, Lancashire boiler. Cornish boiler. Scotch marine boiler,
Locomotive boiler, and Velcon boiler.

In water tube steam boilers, the water is contained inside the tubes (called water tubes) which
are surrounded by flames and hot gases from outside. Examples of water tube boilers are: Babcock
and Wilcox boiler, Stirlinboiler, La-Mont boiler, Benson boiler, Yarrow boiler and Loeftlér boiler.

2. Aeti riling to the poshion of tiu'furnace. The steam boilers, according to the position of the
furnace are classified as

(a) Internally fired boilers, and (b) Externally tired boilers
In infernallyfired steam boilers, the furnace is located inside the boiler shell. Most of the tire

tube steam boilers are internally tired.



Fig. 13.1. Siripte vertical boiler.
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In exzernallfi red steam boilers, the furnace is arranged underneath in a brick-ork setting.
Water tube steam boilers arealways externally fired.

3.According to the axis oft/ic shell. The steam boilers, according to the axis of the shell, may
be classified as

(a) Vertical boilers, and (b) Horizontal boilers.
In vertical steam boilers, the axis of the shell is vertical. Simple vertical boiler and Cochran

boiler are vertical boilers.

In horizontal steam boilers, the axis of the shell is horizontal. Lancashire boiler, Locomotive
boiler and flabcock and Wilcox boiler are horizontal boilers.

4.fl-cording to the number of tubes. The steam boilers, according to the number of tubes, may
be classified as:

(a) Single tube boilers and (b) Multitubular boilers.
In single tube steam ,.,oilers, there is only one fire tube or water tube. Simple vertical boiler

and Cornish boiler are single tube boilers.
In multitubular steam boilers, there are two or more fire tubes or water tubes. Lancashire

boiler, Locomotive boi'er, Cochran boiler, Babcock and Wileox boiler are multitubular boilers.
5.According to the method of circulation of water and steam. The steam boilers, according to

the method of circulation of water and steam, may be classified as:
(a) Natural circulation boilers, and (b) Forced circulation boilers.
In natural circulati'on steam boilers, the circulation of water is by natural convection currents,

which are setup during the heating of water. In most of the steam boilers, there is a natural circulation
of water.

In forced circulation steam boilers, there is a forced circulation of water by a centrifugal pump
driven by some external power. Use of forced circulation is made in high pressure boilers such as
La-Mont boiler, Benson boiler, Loeffler boiler and Velcon boiler.

6.A t i ording to the use. The steam boilers, according to their use, may be classified as
(a) Stationary boilers, and (8) Mobile boilers.
The stationary steam boilers are used in power plants, and in industrial process work. These

are called stationary because they do not move from one place to another.
The mobile steam boilers are those which move from	 j-Chimney

one place to another. These boilers are locomotive and
marine boilers..

7. A'uordiug to the saa,'ce of heat. The steam
boilers may also be classified according to the source of
heat supplied for producing steam. These sources may be
the combustion of solid, liquid or gaseous fuel, hot waste
gases as by-products of other chemical processes, electri-
cal energy or nuclear energy. etc.

13.6	 mple Vertical Boiler
A simple vertical boiler produces steam at a low

pressure and in small quantities. It is, therefore, us'ed for
low power generation or at places where the space is
limited. The construction of this type of boiler is shown in
Fig. 13.1.

It consists ofacylindrical shell surrounding a nearly
cylindrical fire box. The fire box is slightly tapered towards
the top to allow the ready passage of the steam to the
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surface. At the bottom of the firebox, is a grate. The firebox is fitted with two or more inclined cross
tubes F, F. The inclination is provided to increase the heating surface as well as to impreso the
circulation of water. An uptake tube passes from the top of the fire box to the chunney. The handholes
are provided opposite to the end of each water tube for cleaning deposits. A manhole is provided at
the top for a man to enter and clean the boiler. A mudhole is provided at the bottom of the shell to
remove the mud, that settles down. The space between the boiler shell and fire box is filled with water
to I-h,aièd.

/ Cochran Boiler or Vertical Multitubular Boiler
There are various designs of vertical multitubular boilers. A Cochran boiler is considered to

be one of the most efficient type of such boilers. It is an improved type of simple vertical boiler.
This boiler consists of an external cylindrical shell and a fire box as shown in Fig. 13.2. 'The

shell and fire box are both hemispherical, The
hemispherical crown of the boiler shell gives 	 Manhole	 Chimney
maximum space and strength to withstand the
pressure of steam inside the boiler. The hemi-
spherical crown of the fire box is also advan-	 Shell

• tageous for resisting intense heat. The fire box
and the combustion chamber is connected
through a short pipe. The flue gases from the
combustion chamber flow to the sPnoke box
thtough a number of smoke tubes. These tubes
generally have 62.5 mm external diameter and
are 165 in number. The gases from the smoke-
box pass to the atmosphere through a chimney.
The combustion chamber is lined with fire
bricks on the shell side. A manhole near the
top of the crown on the shell is provided for
cleaning.

Ii
Fire box

	At the bottom of the fire box. there isa	 de

	

grate (in case of coal firing) and the coal is fed	 .—j----Ashpit

	

through the fire hole. If the boiler is used for 	 Fig. 13.2. Cochran boiler.
oil firing, no grate is provided, but the bottom of the fire box is lined with firebricks. The oil burner
is fitted at the fire hole.
13.8. Scotch Marine Boiler

The marine steam boilers of the scotch or tank type are used for marine works, particularly,
due to their compactness, efficiency in operation and their ability to use any type of water. It does
not require brick work setting and external flues.

It has a drum of diameter from 2.5 to 3.5 metres placed horizontally. These steam boilers may
be single ended or double ended. The length of a single ended steam boiler may be upto 3.5 meters
while for double ended upto 6.5 meters. A single ended boiler has one to four furnaces which enter
from fronb.end of the boiler. A double ended boiler has furnaces on both of its ends, and may have
furnaces frorp two to four in each end.

A single ended scotQh marine steam boiler is fired by four furnaces, as shown in Fig 13.3.
The furnaces are generally corrugated for strength. Each furnace has its own combustion chamber.
There are fine flat plates in the combustion chamber, which require staying, i.e. the top plate, back
plate, two side plates and the tube plate. There are a numbet of smoke tubes placed horizontally and
connect the combustion chamber to chimney. The front and back plates of the shell are strengthened
by longitudinal stays.
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The combustion chamber walls form the best heating surface. The furnace tubes, smoke tubes
and the combustion chamber, all being surrounded by water, give a very large heating surface area
in proportion togubical size of boiler.. The water circulates around the smoke tubes. The level of
water is maintained a little above the combustion chamber. The flue gases, from the'combustion
chamber, are forwarded by draught through the smoke tubes, and finally up the chimney. The smoke
box is provided with a door for cleaning the tubes and smoke box.

Chimney

Shell

Siiok
box

Fire hole

Fig. 13.3. Scotch marine boiler.

13.9. Lancashire Boiler
It is a stationary, fire tube, internally tired, horizontal and natural circulation boiler. It is used

where working pressure and power required are moderate. These boilers have a cylindrical shell of

1.75 m to 2.75 m diameter. Its length varies from 7.25 m to 9 ni. It has two internal flue tubes having
diameter about 0.4 times that of shell. This type of boiler is set in brick work forming external flue
so that part of the heating surface is on the external shell.

A Lancashire boiler with brick work setting is shown in Fig. 13.4. N boiler consists of a
long cylindrical external shell (I) built of steel plates, in sections riveted together. It has two large
internal flue tubes (2). These are reduced in diameter at the back end to provide access to the lower
part of the boiler. A tire grate (3) also called furnace, is provided at one end of the flue tubes on which
solid fuel is burnt. At the end of the tire grate, there is a brick arch (5) to deflect the flue gases upwards.
The hot flue gases, after leaving the internal flue tubes pass dowh to the bottom tube (6). These flue
gases move to the front of the boiler where they divide and flow into the side flue (7). The flue gases
then enter the main flue (9), which leads them to chimney.

The damper (8) is fitted at the end of side flues to contoI the draught (i.e. rate of flow of air)
and thus regulate the rate of generation of steam. These dampers are operated by chain passing over
a pulley on the front of the boiler.

A spring loaded safety valve 00) and a stop valve (II) is mounted as shown in Fig. 13.4. The
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stop valve supplies steam to the engine as required. A high steam and low water safety valve (12) is
also provided.

10	 Ii	 12	 '13
14	 r-i c-p	 11 r'ii

Elevation	 Side

7 - —

 Whik—i&u.,

Fig. 13 4.  Flcvation. side and plan 01 lancashire fxiikr.

A perforated feed pipe (14) controlled by a feed valve is used for feeding water uniformly.
When the boiler is strongly heated, the steam generated carries a large quantity of water in the steam
space, known as priming. An antipriming pipe (15) is provided to separate out wateras far as possible.
The stop valve thus receives dry steam.

A blow-off cock (16) removes mud, etc., that settles down at the bottom of the boiler, by
forcing out some of the waterIt is also used to empty water in the boiler, whenever required for
inspection. Manholes are provided at the top and bottom of the boiler for cleaning and repair purposes

13.10. Cornish Boiler-

11 is similar to a Lancashire boiler in all respects, except
there is only one flue tube in Comisk boiler instead of two in
Lancashire boiler, as shown in Fig. 13.5. The diameter of Cor-
nish boiler is generally I m to 2 m and its length varies from 5	 ire tube
m to 7.5 m. The diameter of flue tube may be about 0.6 times
that of shell. The capacity and working pressure of a Cornish
boiler is low as compared to Lancashire boiler.

12.11. Locomotive Boiler IMp 	 Fig. 13.5. Cornish boiler,
It is a multi-tubular, horizontal, internally tired and mobile boiler. The principal feature of this

boiler is to produce steam at a very high rate. A modern type of a locomotive boiler is sbown in
Fig. 13.6.

It consists of a shell or barrel having 1.5 metres diameter and 4 metres in length. The coal is
Fed into the fire box through the fire doorand burns on grate. The fluegases from the grate iredefiected
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by a brick arch, and thus whole of the fire box is properly heated. There are about 157 thin tubes

Ire tubes F (47.5 mm diameter) and 24 thick or superheated tubes G (130 mm diameter). The flue
gases after passing through these tubes enter a smoke box. The gases are then lead to atmosphere
through a chimney. The barrel contains water around the tubeswhich is heated up by the flue gases
and gets converted into stem.

A stop valve as regulator iF provided inside a cylindrical steam dome. This is operated by a
regulator shaft from the engine to 'm by a driver. The header is divided into two portions, one is the
superheated steam chamber and the other is the saturated steam chamber. The steam pipe leads the
steam from the regulator to th" saturated steam chamber. It then leads the steam to the superheated
tubes, and alter passing throi'h these tubes, the steam returns back to the superheated steam chamber.
The superheated steam now flows through the steam pipe to the cylinder, one, on each side. The
draught is due to the exhaust Steam from the cylinders, which is discharged through the exhaust pipe.
The front door can be opened for cleaning or repairing the smoke box.

Stop valve	 Safety valve Steam whistle
pipe	 I	 Barret	

"Zoulator shaft

Fire box
arch

.4? Fire door	 (
U

pipe

Damper -

Hg. 13,6. Locomotive boiler.

The safety valves and a steam whistle are provided as shown in Fig. 13.6. The ash from the
grate is collected in ash pan and is discharged out from 'time to time by opening it with the help of
dampers operated by rods and levers.

13.12. Babcock and Wilcox Boiler

It is a straight tube, stationary type water tube boiler, as shown in Fig. 13.7. It consists of a
steam and water drum (I). It is connected by a short tube with uptake header or riser (2) at the back
end.

The water tubes (5) (100 mm diameter) are inclined to the horizontal and connects the uptake
header to the downtake header. Each row of the tubes is connected with two headers, and there are
plenty of such rows. The headers are curved when viewed in the direction of tubes so that one tube
is not in the space of other, and hot gases can pass properly after he'ating all the tubes. The headeis
are provided with hand holes in the front of the tubes and are covered with caps (18).

A mud box (6) is provided with each downtake header and the mud, that settles down is
removed. 'There is a slow moving automatic chain grate on which the coal is fed from the hopper (21).
A fire bricks baffle causes hot gases to move upwards and downwards and again upwards before
leaving the chimney. The dampers (17) are operated by a chain (22) which passes over a pulley to
the Front of a boiler to regulate the draught.
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The boiler is suspended on steel girders, and surrounded on all the four sides by fire brick
walls. The doors (4) are provided for a man to enter the boiler for repairing and cleaning. Water
circulates from the drum (1) into the header (2) and through the tubes (5) to header (3) and again to
the drum. Water continues to circulate like this till it is evaporated. A steam superheater consists of
a large number of steel tubes (10) and contains two boxes ; one is superheated steam box (II )and
other is saturated steam box (12).

Fig. 13,7. Babcock and Wilcox boiler.

The steam generated above the water level in the drum flows in the dry pipe (13) and through
the inlet tubes into the superheated steam box (II). It then passes through the tubes (10) into the
saturated steam box (12). The steam, during its passage through tubes (10), gets further heated and
becomes superheated. The steam is now taken

	

through the outlet pipe (14) to the stop valve (15). 	 Feel	 ___________
The boiler is fitted with usual mountings, 	 Economise__________

such as safety valve (19), feed valve (20), water 	 .	 f .leyeidicator (8) and pressure gauge (9). 	 jMrheater
3J3. La-Mont Boiler ___________

aporator
This is a modern high pressure water tube

steam boiler working on a forced circulation. The_________
circulation is maintained by a centrifugal pump,
driven by a steam turbine, using steam fromthe

•boiler. The forced circulation causes the feed
water to circulate through the water walls andbuion
drums equal to ten times the mass ofsteamevapo-

chamber

	

rated. This prevents the tubes from being over- 	 .g header
heated.

A diagrammatic sketch of La-Mont steam
boiler is shown in Fig. 13.8. The feed water passes
through the economiser to an evaporating dnjm.
It is then drawn to the circulating pump through

Fig. 13.8. La-Mon( boiler.



Fig. 13,10. Benson boiler.
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the tube. The pump delivers the feed to the headers, at a pressure above the drum pressure. The header
distributes water through nozzles into the generating tubes acting in parallel. The water and steam
frcni these tubes passes into the drum. The steam in the drum is then drawn through the superheater.
13.14. Loeffler Boiler

This is a water tube boiler Jsing a forced circulation. Its main principle of working is to
evaporate the feed water by meanc of superheated steam from the superheater. The hot gases from
the furnace are used for superheating.

A diagrammatic sketch cf a Loeffler steam boiler is shown in Fig. l,.... The feed water from
the economiser tubes is forced to mix with the superheated steam in the evaporating drum. The
saturated steam, thus forme,,., is drawn from the evaporating drum by a steam &rculatiug pump. This
steam passes through the tubes of the combustion chamber walls and then enters the superheater.
From the superheater, about one-third of the superheated steampasses to the turbine and the remaining
two-third is used to evaporate the feed water in the evaporating drum.

Chimney

water

Radiant
superheater -J;-f	 I 'Etf superheater

Steam to
Steam	

1'••'N
me

Circulating (1
pump

gioraling

Fig. 13.9. LociTter boiler.
13.15. Benson Boiler

It is a high pressure, drum less, water tube steam boiler using forced circulation. In this boiler,
the feed water enters at one end and discharges superheated steam at the other end. The feed pump
increases the pressure of water to supercritical pressure (i.e. above the critical pressure 01225 bar)
and thus the water directly transforms into *steam without boiling.

The diagrammatic sketch of a Benson boiler is shown in Fig. 13.10. '.be feed water passes
through the economiser to the water cooled walls of the furnace. The water receives heat by radiation

'	 We know that iii critical pressure, the latent heat of vaponsaiion is icw. Thus the water transforms intostcatn without boiling.

22-
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and the temperature rises to almost critical temperature. It then enters the evaporator and may get
superheated to some degree. Finally, it is passed through the superheater to obtain desired superheated
steam.

The Benson boiler is also known as light-weight boiler as there is do large water and steam
drum. The thermal efficiency upto 90 percent may be achieved by this boiler. The average operating
pressure and capacity of such boilers are 250 bar and 135 tonnes/h. It can be started within 15 minutes.

Following are the advantages of Benson boiler,:

I. The initial cost of boiler is low because there is no water and steam drum.

2. Since there is no pressure limit, therefore supercritical pressure may be employed.

3. The high pressure avoids the bubble formation in the tubes which increases 1ieat transfer rate.

4. It is a light-weight boiler.

,,. 5.,/The boiler can be started within 15 minutes.
.omparLsOfl Between Water Tube and Fire Tube Boilers

	

/	 •5	 nn,ni, nf ,'nrnnarison between a water tube and afire tube boiler.

	

' \/	 'b"'	 -'• r	 _____________________________

Water tube boiler 	 Fire tube boiler

The water circulates inside the tubes which are	 The hot gases from the furnace pass through the
surrounded by hot gases from the furnace.	 tubes which are surrounded by water.

It generates steam at ahigher pressure upto 165 	 It can generate steam only upto 24.5 bar,'

bar.

	

3.	 The rate olgeneration of steam is high, i.e. upto 	 The rate of generation of steam is low, i.e. upto

450 tonnes per hour. 	 9 tonnes per hour.

For a giver' power, the floor area required for 	 The floor area required is more, Le. about 8 mt

	

"I	 the generation of steam is less. i.e. about 5 m2	per tonne per hour of steam generation.
per bane per hour of steam generation.

5. Overall efficiency with economiser is upto 90%. 	 Its overall efficiency is only 75%.

6. It can be transported and erected easily as its 	 The transportation and ercction is difficult.

	

/	 various parts can be separated.

7. It is preferred for widely fluctuating loads.	 It can also cope reasonably with sudden
increase in load but for a shorter period.

	

.	 The direction of water circulation is well 	 The water does not circulate in a definite

	

JJ	 defined.	 '	 direction.

9.	 The operating cost is high. 	 The operating cost is less.

to.	 The bursting chances are more.	 The bursting chances are less.

I.	 The bursting does not produce any destruction 	 The bursting produces greater risk to the
to the whole boiler. 	 damage of the property.

his used for large power plants.	 I	 It is not suitable for large plants. 	 -

QtJISJ1uNa

I. What is a steam boiler? How they are classified?

2. Explain the construction and working of a Lancashire boiler with the help of suitable

sketches.
3. What is the difference between a Cornish boiler and a Lancashire boiler?

4. Draw a neat sketch of a Locomotive boiler and label the parts. Explain its working also.

5. Describe with a neat diagram, the construction and working of a Babcock and Wilcox
water tube boiler.
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6. Explain with a neat sketch the working of a La-Mont boiler.
7. Describe with a neat line sketch of a Benson boiler mentioning its distinguishing features.

State the advantages for this type of boilers.
8. What are the differentiating features between a water tube and a tire tube boiler?

OBJECTIVE TYPE QUESTIONS
I. The water tubes in a simple vertical boiler are

(a) horizontal	 (b) vertical	 (c) inclined
2. Lancashire boiler is a

(a) stationary fire tube boiler	 (b) internally tired boiler
(c) horizontal boiler	 (ci) natural circulation boiler
(e) all of the above	 (1) none of the above

3. The diameter of internal flue tubes of a Lancashire boiler is about .... that of its shell.
(a) one-fourth	 (b) one-third	 (c) two-fifth	 (c) one-half

4. Locomotive boiler is a
(a)single tube, horizontal, internally fired and stationary boiler
(b)single tube, vertical, externally tired and stationary boiler
(c)multi-tubular, horizontal, internally fired and mobile boiler
(ci) multi-tubular, horizontal, externally fired and stationary boiler

S. Which of the following is a water tube boiler?
(a) Lancashire boiler 	 (b) Babcock and Wilcox boiler
(c) Locomotive boiler	 (ci) Cochran boiler

6. In fire tube boilers
(a)water passes through the tubes which are suirounded by flames and hot gases
(b)the flames and hot gases pass through the tubes which are surrounded by water
(c)forced circulation takes place
(d)none of the above

7. Which of the following boiler is best suited to meet the fluctuating demand of steam?
(a) Locomotive boiler	 (b) Lancashire boiler
(c) Cornish boiler 	 (ci) Babcock and Wilcox boiler

S. Water tube boilers produce steam at a ......pressure than that of fire tube boilers.
(a) lower	 (b) higher

9. The-locomotive boiler has
(a)137 fire tubes and 44 superheated tubes
(b)147 fire tubes and 34 superheated tubes
(c)157 fire tubes and 24 superheated tubes
(ci) 167 fire tubes and 14 superheated tubes

10. La-Mont ballet, is a .....pressure water tube steam boiler working on forced circulation.
(a) low	 (b) high

.ANSWERS
1. (c)	 2.(e)	 3. (c)	 4.(c)
6(b)	 7.(a)	 8.(b)	 9.(c)	 iO:(b)
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-1. introduction. 2. Boiler Mountings. 3. Water Level Indicator. 4. Pressure Gauge. 5. Safety
Valves. 6. Lever Safety Valve. 7. Dead Weight Safety Valve. 8. High Steam and Low Water Safety Valve.
9. Spring Loaded Safety Valve. JO. Steam Stop Valve. 11. Blow off 

Cock 12. Feed Check Valve. 13.

Fusible Plug. 14. Boiler Accessories. 15. Feed Pump. 16 Superheater. 17. Economlser. 18. Air Preheater.
----.-

14.1. Introduction
We have already discussed in Art. 13.2 that boiler moutltiflgS and accessories are required for

the proper and satisfactory functioning of the steam boilers. Now in this chapter, we shall discuss

these fittings and appliances which are commonly used these days.

14.2. Boiler Mountings
These are the fittings, which are mounted on the boiler for its proper and safe functioning.

Though there are many types of boiler mountings, yet the following are important from the subject

point of view:
level indicator; 2ssure gauge; ..Jeifety valves; 4. Stop valve; 5. Blow

off cock; 6. Feed check valve and 7. Fusible plug. -- Tube (117 f
14.3. Water Level Indicator 0

It is an important fitting, which indicates the water
level inside the boiler to an observer. It is a safety device,
upon which the correct working of the boiler depends. This	

C1

fitting may be seen in front of the boiler, and are generally level
two in number. 	

: Shield	 Water

ea
A water level indicator, mostly employed in the 	

-

steam boiler is shown in Fig. M.l . It consists of three cocks
	 - -

and a glass tube. Steam cock C 1 keeps the glass tube in	 - 
t(2)

b

connection with the steam space. Water cock C2 puts the

glass tube in connection with the water in the boiler. Drain

cock C is used at frequent intervals to ascertain that the

steam and water cocks are clear. -
In the working of a steath boiler and for the proper 	

0

functioning of the water level indicator, the stethi and water 
C,

cocks are opened and the drain cock is closed. In this case,
the handles are placed in a vertical position as shown in Fig.
14 I. The rectangular passage at the ends of the glass tube Fig. 14.1. Water level indicator.

contains two balls.
In case the glass tube is broken, the two balls are carried along its pas O	to the ends of the

glass tube. It is thus obvious, that water and steam will not escape out. Tite :_ss tube can be easily

334
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replaced by closing the steam and water cocks and opening the drain cock.
When the steam boiler is not working, the bolts may be removed for cleaning. The glass tube

is kept free from leaking by means of conical ring and the gland nut.

14.4. Pressure Gauge
A pressure gauge is used to o , tmsure the pressure of the

steam inside the steam boiler. It is fixed in front oithe 'earn boiler.
The pressure gauges generally used are of Bourden type.

A Bourden pressure gauge, in its simplest form, consists of
an elliptical elastic tube ABC bent into an arc of a circle, as shown
in Fig. 14.2. This bent up tube is called burden's tube.

One end of the tube gauge is fixed and connected to the
steam space in the boiler. The other end is connected to a sector
through a link. The steam, under pressure, flows into the tube. As
a result of this increased pressure, the Bourden's tube tends to
straighten itself. Since the tube is encased in a circular curve,
therefore it tends to become circular instead of straight. With the
help of a simple pinion and sector arrangement, the elastic defor-
mation of the B,urden's tube ictates the pointer. This pointer moves
over a calibrated scale, which directly gives the gauge pressure.

Steam
Fig. 14.2. Bourden type pressure

14.5. Safety Valves	 gauge.

These are the devices attached to the steam chest for preventing explosions due to excessive
internal pressure of steam. Asteamboiler is, usually, provided with two safety valves. These are
directly placed on the boiler. In brief, the function of a safety valve is to blow off the steam when the
pressure of steam inside the boiler exceeds the working pressure. The following are the four types of
safety valves:

I. Lever safety valve. 2. Dead weight safety valve, 3. High steam and low water safety valve,
and 4. Spring loaded safety valve.

It may be noted that the first three types of the safety valves are usually employed with
stationaiy boilers, but the fourth type is mainly used for locomotive and marine boilers.

Lever Safety Valve
-

Fig. 14.3. Lever saiety valve.

A lever safety valve used on steam boilers is shown in Fig. 14.3. It serves the purpose of
maintaining constant safe pressure inside the steam boiler. If the pressure inside the boiler exceeds.
the designed limit, the valve lifts from its seat and blows off the steam pressure automatically.

A lever safety valve Consists ofa valve body with a flange fixed to the steam boiler. The bronze
valve seat s screwed to the body, and the valve is also made of bronze. It may be noted that by using
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the valve and seat Of the same material, rusting is considerably reduced. The thrust on the valve is
transmitted by the strut. The guide keeps the lever in a vertical plane. The load is properly adjusted
at the other end of the lever.

When the pressure of steam exceeds the safe limit, the upward thrust of steam raises the valve
from its seat. This allows the steam to escape till the pressure falls back to its normal value. The valve
then returns back to its original position.

14.7. Dead Weight Safety Valve
A dead weight safety valve, used for stationary boilers, is shown in Fig. 14.4. The valve is

made of gun metal, and rests on its gun metal seat. It is fixed to the top ofa steel pipe. This pipe is
bolted to the mountings block, riveted to the top of the shell. Both the valve and the pipe are covered
by a case which contains weights. These weights keep the valve on its seat under normal working
pressure. The case hangs freely over the valve to which it is secured by means of a nut,

Fig. 144. Dead weight safety valve.

When the pressure of steam exceeds the normal pressure, the valve as well as the case (along
with the weights) are lifted up from its Scat. This enables the steam to escape through the discharge
pipe, which carries the steam outside the boiler house.

The lift of the valve is controlled by the studs. The head of the studs projects into the interior
of the casing. The centre of gravity of the dead weight safety valve is considerably below the valve
which ensures that the load hangs vertically.

The dead weight safety valve has the advantage that it cannot be readily tempered because
any added weight must be equal to the total increased pressure of steam on the valve. The only
disadvantage of these valves, is the heavy load which these valves carry.

14.8. High Steam Low Water Safety Valve

These valves are placed at the top of Cornish and Lancashire boilers only. It is a combination
of two valves, one of which is the lever safety valve which blows off steam when the working pressure
of steam exceeds. The second valve operates by blowing off the steam when the water level becomes
too low.

A best known combination of high steam low water safety valve is shown in Fig. 14.5. It
consists of a main valve (known as lever safety valve) and rests on its seat. In the centre of the main
valve, a seat for a hemispherical valve is formed for low water operation. This valve is loaded directly
by the dead weights attached to the vatye by a long rod. There is  lever J. K, which has its fulcrum



Fig. 14.6. Spring loaded safety valve.
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at K. The lever has a weight Esuspended at the end K. When it is fully immersed in water, it is balanced
by a weight F at the other end J of the lever.

Fig. 14.5. High sicam l' water safety valve.

When the water level falls, the weight E comes out of water and the weight F will not be
sufficient to balance weight E. Therefore weight E comes down. There are two projections on the
lever to the left of the fulcrum which
comes in contact with a collar attached to
the rod. When weight Ecomes down, the
hemispherical valve is lifted up and the 	

valvesteam escapes with a loud noise, which ts 	
ever

warns the operator. A drain pipe is pro- 	 Seat	

P. c	

F ^L—;'

vided o carry water, which is deposited
in the valve casing.

14.	 Spring Loaded Safety Valve

A spring loaded safety valve is
manly used for locomotives and marine
boilers. It is loaded with spring instead'of
weights. The spring is made of round or
square spring steel rod in helical form.
The spring may be in tension orcompres-
sion, as the steam pressure acts along the
axis of the spring. In actual-practice, the
spring is placed in compression.

A *Ramsbottom spring loaded
safety valve is shown in Fig. 14.6. It is,
usually, fitted to locomotives. It consists
of a cast iron body connected to the top of
a boiler. It has two separate valves of the

*	 It was i ntroduced by John R anisbottonj ol I .siidsm.
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same size. These valves have their seatings in the upper ends of two hollow valve chests. These valve
chests are united by abridge and abase. The base is bolted to amounting block on the top of a boiler
over the tire box.

The valves are held down by means of a spring and a lever. The lever has two pivots at  and
'. The pivot E is joined by a pin to the lever, while the pivot F is forged on the lever. These pivots

rest on the centres of the valves. The upper end of the spring is hooked to the arm II, while the lower
end to the shackle, which is secured to the bridge by a nut. The spring has two safety links, one behind
the other, or one on either side of the lever connected by pins at their ends. The lower pin passes
through the shackle while the upper one passes through slot in arm Ii of the lever. The lever has an
extension, which projects into the driver's cabin. By pullingor raising the lever, the drivercan release
the pressure from either valveeparately.

14. 10. Steam Stop Valve

It is the largest valve on the steam boiler. It is, usually, fitted to the highest part of the shell by
means of a flange as shown in Fig. 14.7. The principal functions of a stop valve are:

1. To control the flow of steam from
the boiler to the main steam pipe.

2. To shut off the steam completely
when required.

The body of the stop valve is made of
cast iron or cast steel. The valve, valve seat
and the nut through which the valve spindle
works, are made of brass or gun metal.

The spindle passes through a gland and
stuffing box. The spindle is rotated by means
of a hand wheel. The upper portion of the
spindle is screwed and made to pass through
a nut in across head carried by twopillars. The
pillars are screwed in the cover of the body as
shown in the figure. The boiler pressure acts
under the valve, so that the valve must be
closed against the pressure. The valve is, gen-
erally, fastened to the spindle which lifts it up.

A non-return valve is, sometimes, fit-
ted near the stop valve to prevent the acciden-
tal admission of steam from other boilers. This
happens when a number of boilers are con-
nected to the same pipe, and when one is

-empty and under repair.

14.11. Blow off Cock

The principal functions of a blow-off cock are
I. To empty the boiler whenever required.
2. To discharge the mud, scale or sediments which are accumulated at the bottom of the boiler.
The blow-off cock, as shown ii Fig. 14.8, is fitted to the bottom of a boiler drum and consists

ofa conical plug fitted to the body or casing. The casing is packed, with asbestos packing, in grooves
round theop and bottom ofthe plug. The asbestos packing is made tight and plug bears on the packing.
It may be noted that the cocks packed in this way keep the grip better under high pressure and easily
operated than unpacked.
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The shank of plug passes through a gland and stuffing box in the cover. The plug is held down
by a yoke and two stud bolts (not shown in the figure). The yoke forms a guard on it. There are two
vertical slots on the inside of a guard for the box spanner to be used for operating the cock.

Fig. 14.8. Blow otTcack

14.12. l'eed Check Valve
It is a non-return valve, fitted to a screwed spindle to regulate the lift. Its function is to regulate

the supply of water, which is pumped into the boiler, by the feed pump. This valve must have its
spindle lifted before the pump is started. It is
fitted to the shell slightly below the normal 	 Hawlel
water level of the boiler. 	 qi	 F

A feed check valve for marine boilers
is shown in Fig. 14.9. It consists of a valve
whose lift is controlled by a spindle and hand
wheel. The body of the valve is made of brass
casting and except spindle, its every part is
made of brass. The spindle is made of muntz
metal. A flange is bolted to the end of boiler
at a point from which perforated pipe leads
the feed water. This pipe distributes the water
in the boiler uniformly.
14.13. Fusible Plug

It i. tilted to the crown plate of the
furnacc or the fire. Its object is to put off the
fire in the furnace of the boiler when the level
of water in the boiler falls to an unsafe limit,
and thus avoids the explosion which may take
place due to overheating of the furnace plate.

A fusible plug consists ofa hollow gun . 	 Fig. 14.9. Feed check valve.
metal plug P 1 as shown in Fig. 1410. It is
screwed to the furnace crown. A second hollow gun metal plug P2 is screwed to the first plug. There
is alsoa third hollow gun metal plug P3 separated from P by a ringof fusible metal. The inner surface

of P2 and outer surface of P3 are grooved so that when the fusible metal is poured into the plug, P2
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and P3 are locked together. A hexagonal flange is provided on plug P1 to take a spanner for fixing or
removing the plug P1 . There is a hexagonal flange on plug P2 for	 Steam
fixing or imoving it. The fusible metal is protected from fire by the
flange on the lower end of plug P2 . There is also a contact at the top
between P2 and P so that the fusible metal is completely enclosed.
The fusible plugs must be kept in a good condition and replaced AP32annually. A fusible plug must not be refilled with anything except
fusible metal.

14.14. Boiler Accessories

These are the devices which are used as integral parts of a
boiler, and help in running efficiently. Though there are many types
of boiler accessories, yet the following are important from the
subject point of view:

1. Feet pump ;,J<Superheater , / Economiser; and 4. Air
preheater.

Fig. 1410. Fusible plug.
Fig. 14.11 shows the schematic diagram of a boiler plant with the above mentioned accessories.

xteam
___	

To

	Jo engine EcoftomiserL.	 [1 chimney

	

er_	 Superheater

	

Ash	 I	 LAir

Wale,	 Feed Pump(

Air	
I	 Water

Fig. 14,1 1. Schematic diagram of  hailer p!irii.

14.15. Feed Pump

We Know that water, in a boiler, is continuously converted into steam, which is used by the
engine. Thus we need a feed pump to deliver water to the boiler.

The pressure of steam inside a boiler is high. So the pressure of feed water has to be increased
proportionately before it is made to enter the boiler. Generally, the pressure of feed water is 20%
more than that in the boiler.	 -

Fig. 14.12. Duplex feed ouni.

A feed pump may be of centrifugal type or reciprocating type. But a doub'e acting reciprocat-
ing pump is commonly used as a feed pump these days. The reciprocating pumps are run by the steam
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from the same boiler in which water is to be fed. These pumps may be classified as simplex, duplex
and triplex pumps according to the number of pump cylinders. The common type of pump used is a
duplex feed pump, as shown in Fig. 14.12. This pump has two sets of suction and delivery valves for
forward and backward stroke. The two pumps work alternately so as to ensure Continuous supply of
teed water.
14.16. Superheater

A superheater is an important device of a steam generating unit. Its purpose is to increase the
temperature of saturated steam without raising its pressure. It is generally an integral part of a boiler,
and is placed in the path of hot flue gases from the furnace. The heat, given up by these flue gases,
is used in superheating the steam. Such superheaters, which are installed within the boiler, are known
as integral superheaters.

A Sudgen's superheater commonly employed with Lancashire boilers is shown in Fig. 14.13.
It consists of two mild steel boxes or heaters from which hangs a group of solid drawn tubes bent to
U-form. The ends of these tubes are expanded intothe headers. The tubes are arranged in groups of
four and one pair of headers generally carries ten of these groups or forty tubes in all. The outside of
the tubes can be cleaned through the space between the headers. This space is closed by covers.

steam pipe
H

Stop valves

-f— Damper

rr1--r--
4— -- —4--

	

I	 I

..uperheater tub
— — —

Fig. 14.13. Superheater.

The steam enters atone end of the rear header and leaves at the opposite end of the front header.
The overheating of superheater tubes is prevented by the use of a balanced damper which is operated
by the handle. The superheater is in action when the damper is in a position as shown in the figure.
If the damper is in vertical position, the gases pass directly into the bottom flue without passing over
the superheater tubes. In this way, the superheater is out of action. By placing the damper in
intermediate position, some of the gases will pass over the superheater tubes and the remainder will
pass directly to the bottom hue. II is thus obvious, that required degree of heat for superheating may
be obtained by altering the position of the damper.

It may be noted that when the superheater is in action, the stop valves G and!! are opened and
F is closed. When the steam is taken directly from the boiler, the valves G and 11 are closed and F is

open.
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14.17. Economiser
An economiser is a device used to heat feed water by utilising the heat in the exhaust flue

gases before leaving through the chimney. As the name indicates, the economiser improves the
economy of the steam boiler.

A well known type of economiser is Greens economiser. It is extensively used for stationary
boilers, especially those of Lancashire type. It consists of a large number of vertical pipes or tubes
placed in an enlargement of the flue gases between the boiler and chimney as shown in Fig. 14.14.
Tese tubes are 2.75 metres long, 114 mm in external diarnter and 11.5 mm thick and are made of
cast iron.

Fig. 14.14. Economiser.

The economiser is built-up of transverse section. Each section consists of generally six or eight
vertical tubes (I). These tubes are joined to horizontal pipes or boxes (2) and (3) at the top and bottom
respectively. The top boxes (2) of the different sections are connected to the pipe (4), while the bottom
boxes are connected to pipe (5). The pipes (4) and (5) are on opposite sides, which are outside the
brickwork enclosing the economiser.	 -

The feed water is puthped into the economiser at (6) and enters the pipe (5). it then passes into
the bottom boxes (3) and then into the top boxes (2) through the tubes (I). it is now led by the pipe
(4) to the pipe (7) and then to the boiler. There is a blow-off cock at the end of the pipe (5) opposite
to the feed inlet (6). The purpose of this valve is to remove mud or sediment deposited in the bottom
boxes. At the end of pipe (4) (opposite to the feed outlet) there is a safety valve.

It is essential that the vertical tubes may be kept free from deposits of soot, which greatly
reduce the efficiency of the economicser. Each tube'is provided with scraper for this purpose. The
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scrapers of two adjoining sections of tubes are grouped together, and coupled by rods and chains to
the adjacent group of Scrapers. The chain passes over apulley (9) sothatOfle group of scrapers balance
the adjacent group. The pulley . (9) of each chain is connected to a worm wheel (10) which is driven
by a worm on a longitudinal shaft (not shown in the figure). The scrapers automatically reverse when

they reach the top or bottom end of the tubes. These are kept in motion continuously when the
economiser is in use. The speed of scraper is about 46 rn/h.

It may be noted that the temperatOre of feed should not be less than about 
350 C, otherwise

there is a danger of corrosion due to the moisture in the flue gases being deposited in cold tubes.
Following are the advantages of using an economiser

I. There is about 15 to 20% of coal saving.

2.
It increases the steam raising capacity of a boiler because it shortens the time required to

convert water into steam.

3. It prevents formation of scale in boiler water tubes, because the scale now forms in the
economiser tubes, which can be cleaned easily.

4. Since the feed water entering the boiler is hot, therefore strains due to unequal expansion

are minimised.

14.18. Air Preheater
An air preheater is used to recover heat from the exhaust flue gases. It is installed between the

economiser and the chimney. The air required for the purpose of combustion is drawn through the
air preheater where its temperature is raised. It is then passed through ducts to the furnace. The air is
passed through the tubes of the heater internally while the hot flue gases are passed over the outside

of the tubes.
The following advantages are obtained by using an air preheater:
I. The preheated air gives higher furnace temperature which results in more heat transfer to

the water and thus increases the evaporative capacity per kg of fuel.

2. There is an increase of about 2% in the boiler efficiency for each 35.400 C rise in

temperature of air.
3. It results in better combustion with less soot, smoke and ash.

4. It enables a low grade fuel to be burnt with less excess air.

QUESTIONS

1. Describe with a neat sketch, water level indicator for a boiler.

2. Explain how the flow of steam of water is automatically stopped when the glass tube breaks.

3. Why the safety-valves iii needed in a boiler? Sketch and describe a RamsbottOm spring

loaded safety valve.
4. Differentiate between lever safety valve and dead weight safety valve.

5. What is the purpose of a steam stop valve ? Explain its working.

6. Explain the functions of blow off cock and feed check valve.

7. What is the function of a superheater ? Describe Sugden's superheater.

8. ')iscuss, briefly, the working of an economiser in a boiler plant giving a neat sketch.

9. Explain why air preheaters are used in a high pressure boiler.

OBJECTIVE TYPE QUESTIONS
I. A device attached to the steam chest for preventing explosions due to excessive internal

pressure Of steam is called
(a) safety valve	 (b) water level indicator

(c) pressure gauge	 (d) fusible plug
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2. A safety valve mainly used with locomotive and marine boilers is
(a) lever safety valve 	 (b) high pressure and low water safety valve
(c) dead weight safety valve	 (d) spring loaded safety valve

3. A device used in a boiler to control the flow of steam from the boiler to the main pipe and
to shut off the steam completely when required, is known as

(a) blow off cock	 (b) fusible plug	 (c) stop valve	 (d) economiser
4. A device used to put off lire in the furnace of the boiler when the level of water in the

boiler falls to an unsafe limit, is called
(a) blow off cock	 (b) fusible plug	 (c) superheater	 (d) economiser

S. A device used to increase the temperature of saturated steam without raising its pressure.
is called

(a) blow off dock	 (b) fusible plug	 (c) superheater	 (d) economiser
6. A device used to heat feed water by utilising the heat in the exhaust flue gases before

leaving through the chimney, is known as
(a) superheater	 (b) economiser	 (c) blow off cock	 (d) stop valve

7. Which of the following are boiler accessories?
(a) safety valve	 (b) pressure gauge (c) superheater	 (d) economiser
(e)both (a) and (b) (j) both (c) and (d)

S. An economiser ......the steam raising capacity of a boiler.
(a) increases	 (b) decreases	 (c) has no effect on

9. The pressure of feed water has to be raised before its entry into the boiler. The pressure
is raised by a device known as

(a) feed check valve (b) feed pump	 (c) pressure gauge (d) injector
10. An air prtheater

(a)increases evaporative capacity of the boiler
(b)increases the efficiency of the boiler
(c)enables low grade fuel to be burnt
(d)all of the above

ANSWERS

	

1(a)	 2.(€)	 3.(c)	 4.(b)	 5.(c)

	

6.(b)	 7.(f)	 &(a)	 9.(b)
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Performance of Steam Boilers

I. Introduction. 2. Equivalent Evaporation. 3. Boiler Efficiency. 4. Boiler Trial. 5. Heat Losses
in a Boiler. 6. Heat Balance Sheet.

15.1. Introduction

The performance of a steam boiler is measured in terms of its *evaporative capacity. However,
the evaporative capacities of two boilers cannot be compared unless both the boilers have the same
feed water temperature, working pressure, fuel and the final condition of steam. In actual practice,
the feed water temperature and working pressure varies considerably. It is thus obvious, that the
comparison of two boilers becomes difficult unless some standard feed temperature and working

pressure is adopted.
The feed temperature usually adopted is 100° C and the working pressure as normal atmos-

pheric pressure, i.e. 1.013 bar. It is assumed that the boiler is supplied with water at the boiling

temperature (100'C) corresponding to the atmospheric pressure.

15.2. Equivalent Evaporation

It is the amount of water evaporated from feed water at 1000 C and formed into dry and

saturated steam at 1000 C at normal atmospheric pressure. It is, usually, written as "from and at

100°C
As the water is already at the boiling temperature, it requires only latent heat at 1.013 bar to

convert it into steam at the temperature (100°C). The value of this latent heat is taken as 2257 Id/kg.

Mathematically,

Equivalent evaporation 'from and at 100° C",

E 
Total heat requiredtó evaporate feed water

2257

Let	 t = Temperature of feed water in °C.,

= Enthalpy or sensible heat of feed water in Id/kg of steam corresponding

to 11 °C (from steam tables),

h = Enthalpy or total heat of steam in Id/kg of steam corresponding to a
given working pressure (from Steam tables),

= h1+xh,.	 ... (For wet steam)

=	 = Ii,	 . . .(Fordiyweisteam)

*

	

	 The evaporative capacity or power of a boiler is the amount of water evapofated or steam produced in kg/h.
It may also be expressed in kg/kg of fuel burnt or kg/Wm' of heating surface.
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+ c, (t, - t)	 . (For 'perheated steam)

in, = Mass of water actually evaporated or steam produced in kglh or kg/kg
of fuel burnt.

We know that heat required to evaporate 1 kg of water
= h—hr

Total heat required to evaporate in, kg of water,

m,(h—h)

and equivalent evaporation 'from and at 100° C'

E - 
2257

Note: The factor	 is known as factor of evaporation, and is usually denoted by F,. Its value is always
greater than unity for all boilers.
153. Boiler Efficiency

It may be defined as the ratio of heat actually used in producing the steam to the heat liberated
in the furnace. It is also known as thermal efficiency of the boiler. Mathema:ically,

Boiler efficiency or thermal efficiency,

Heat actually used inplucing steam In, (h - h)
Heat liberated in the furnace	 -	 C

where	 m, = Mass of water actually evaporated or actual evaporation in kg/ kg of
fuel, and

C = Calorific value of fuel in kJ/kg of fuel.
Notes: I. If 	 in, = Total mass of water evaporated into steam in kg.
and	 m1= Mass of fuel used inkg.

Then	 m 
in

, = — kg/kgof fuel
M/

and	
m (h h;)

m1xC

2. If a boiler consisting of an economiser and superheater is considered to be a single unit, then the
efficiency is termed as overall efficiency of the boiler.
Y-4xaanple 15.1. A boiler evaporates 3.6 kg of water per kg of coal into dry saturated steam

at 10 bar. The temperature offeed water ii 32° C Find the equivalent evaporation "from and at 1000
as well as the factor of evapo ration.

Solution. Given: m,= 3.6kg/kgofcoal ;p= 10 bar; it = 32°C

Equivalent evaporation from and at 10(7 C'
From steam tables, corresponding to a feed water temperature of 32°C, we find that

hin = 134kJ/kg

and corresponding to a steam pressure of 10 bar, we find that
h = hg = 2776.2 kJ/kg	 (For dry saturated steam)
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We know that equivalent evaporation 'from and at 100°C',

m(h_h) - 3.6(2776J4) -
2257	 -	 2257	

- 4.2	 / k of coal Ans.

!'((,i('I )J ,/)((?0't('II

We know that factor of evaporation

=	 = 2776.2— 134 = 1.17 Ans.

	

22.57	 2257

jJxample 15.2. The following observations were made in a boiler trial:

Coal used 250 kg of calor(fic value 29 800 k//kg, water evaporated 2000 kg, steam pressure
11.5 bar, dryness fract ion of steam 0.95 and feed water temperature 34°C.

Calculate the equivalent evaporation 'from and at 1011' C" per kg of coal and the efficiency
of the boiler.

Solution. Given: mj=250kg;C=29800kJ/kg;m=2000kg;p=11.5r;95;

t 1 =34°c

Equivalent evaporation fiom and tit / 0(1' C

From steam tables, corresponding to a feed water temperature of 34° C, we find that

= 142.4 Id/kg

and corresponding to a steam pressure of l .5 bar, we find that

h1 790 kJ/kg; h1 = 1991.4 Id/kg

We know that enthalpy or total heat of steam,

h = h1 +Xh1 = 790+0.95x 1991.4 = 2681.8 Id/kg

and mass of water evaporated per kg oicoal

= m, 1m1 = 2000/250 8kg/kgof coal

Equivalent evaporation 'front and at 100'C'

in' (h - lip ) - 8(2681.8 - 142.4) = 0682 
kg/kg of coal Arts.

	

1257	 -	 2257

Efficiency of the boiler

We know that efficiency of the boiler,

Tj =	 = 8(268L8—I42.4) = 0.682 ot 68.2% Ans.

	

C	 29800

'karnpie 15.3. A Lancashire boiler generates 2400 kg of dry steam per hour at a pressure
of! / bar. The grate area is 3m 2 and 90 kg of coal is burnt per m 2 of grate area per hour. The calorific
value of the coal is 33 180 k.J/kg and the temperature offeed water is 17.5° C. Determine: 1. Actual
evaporation per kg of coal, 2. Equivalent evaporation 'from and at 100"C, and 3. Efficiency of the
boiler.

Solution. Given: m, = 2400kg/h ; p= II bar; Grate area= 3m2 ; Coal burnt= 90k g/M2 /h
C=33 I80kJ/kg;t1=17.5°C

I.Actualevaporationperkg oj cal

We know that mass o!oal burnt per hour,

m1 = 90x3 = 270kg/h

23-
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Actual evaporation per kg of coal,
= m,/m1 2400/270	 8.89kg/h Axis.

2.Equivalent evar5oralion from and at 100° C'
From steam cables, corresponding to a feed water temperature of 17.5°C, we find that

= 73.4 kJ/kg

and corresponding to a steam pressure of II bar, we find that

h = Jig = 2779.7 Id/kg	 ... (For dry steam)

We know that equivalent evaporation 'from and at 100° C'

E 
= rng(Ji_hp)	 8.89(2779.7-i3.4) = 10.66kg1h Ans.

	

2257	 2257

3.Efficiency of the boiler
We k?xow that efficiency of the boiler,

	

m,(h—hfi ) - 8.89(2779.7-73.4)
33180	

= 0.725 or 72.5% Arts.11=	 - 

Example 15.4. A coal fired boiler plant consumes 400 kg of coal per hour. The boiler
evaporates 32(X) kg of water at 44.5° C into superheated steam at  pressure of 12 bar and 274.5° C.
lithe calorific value cffuel is 32 760 kJ/lcg of coal, determine: I. Equivalent evaporation 'from and
at 100'. and 2. Thermal efficiency of the boiler.

.X'Assume specific heat of superheated steam as 2.1 kJ/kg K.
Solution. Given :m1=400kg/h; in, 3200kg;t 1 =44.5°C;p=I2 bar ;t-274.5°C

C= 32760 kJ/kg of coal; c= 2.1 kJ/kg K

I. Equivalent evaporation from and at /00" C
We know that mass of water evaporated per kg of coal

= in, / mf = 3200/4(Y) = 8 k

From steam tables, corresponding to a feed water temperature of 44.5° C, we find that

hjl = 186.3 kJ/kg

and corresponding to a steam pressure of 12 bar, we find that

Jig = 2782.7 Id/kg ; and t = 188° C

We know that enthalpy or total heat required for I kg of superheated steam.

h,,,, = h + c 	 - t)

= 27823 +2.1 (274.5-188) = 2964.4 kJ/kg

Equivalent evaporation 'from and at 100°C',

E=
m(h._ hfl ) - 8(2964.4— 1) kg/kgofcoal

	

2257	 -	 2257

= 9.85 kglkg of coal Ans.

2. Thermal (J]ixiencv of the boxier
We know that thermal efficiency of the boiler,

- m(h,,_h) - 
!(Z%-4-!---186-3J= 0.678 or 678% Ans.

11	 C	 -	 32760
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Example 15.5. The following observations were made on a L'oiler plant during One hour
test

Steam pressure = 20 bar : Steam temperature = 260° C; Steam generated = 37 500 kg:
Temperature o water ea.ermg the economiser = 15°C; Temperature ofwater tçavtng the econumiser
= 90° C; Fuel used= 4400 kg ;(nergy of combustion offlel = 30 000 kJ/kI

calculate: i. The eauivalent evaporation per kg of fuel ; 2. The thermal efficienc y of the
plant; and 3. The percentage heat energy of the fuel energy uti1is4 by she economiser.

Solution. Given: p=20bar;:=260°C;m=37500kg/h;t1=15°c;t290°c;
=4400 kg/h ;(C= 30000 kJ/kg)

• Equivalent evaporation per kg of fuel
We know that mass of water actually evaporated,

m = in, / mf = 37500/4400 = 8.52 kg/kgof fuel

From steam tables, corresponding to a feed water temperature of 15°C, we find that
ht, = 62.9 kJ/kg

ml corresponding to a steam pressure of 20 bar, we find that

hg = 2797.2 k.J/kg; and I = 212.4°C

We know that enthalpy or total heat of 1 kg of superheated steam,

= h5 + c (ç, - t)

= 2797.2+2.1(260-212.4) = 2897 kJ/kg

... (Taking c, =2.l kj/kgK)

Equivalent evaporation,

• m (h - h) - 8.52(2897 - 62.	 10.7 kg/kg of fuel Ans.-2257	 -	 2257
2.Thermal efficiency of the plant

We know that thermal efficiency of the plant,

m(h,_hfi) - 8.52(2897-62.9)- ()(I5
C	 300	 or 80.5% Ans.1= -	 -

3.Percentage heat energy olthe fuel energy unused by the economiser
From steam tables, corresponding to a temperature of 90°C, we find that

h = 376.9 kJ/kg

We know that heat utilised by the economiser per kg of fuel

m (h - hfi ) 8.52(376.9-62.9) = 2675 Id

Percentage of heat utilised by the economiser

=-000 =
 0.089 or 8.9 % Ans.

Example 15.6. The following particulars refer to a steam plant consisting of a boiler,econ-
omiser and a superheater: 	 -

Steam pressure = 14 bar; Mass of steam generated = 5000 kg/h ; Mass of coal used = 675
kg/h ; Calorific value of coal 29_800 kJ/kg of coal; Temperature of feed water entering the
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economiser =3(1' C; Temperature offeed water leaving the economiser 130'C.- Dryness fraction

cifsieam leaving the boiler = 0.97: Temperature of steam leaving the superheater 320' C.

Determine: 1. Overall efficiency of the plant, and 2. The percentage of the available heat
utilised in the boiler, economiser and superheater respectively.

Solution. Given:p=l4 bar ;m,=5000kgh;m1675kg/hC=29800kJ/kgofcoai;

t 1 =30°C; t2 130°C ;x=0.97 ;t,,=320°C

I. Overall efficiency of the plant

We know that mass of water actually evaporated per kg of coal.

mlm1 ,= 5000(675 = 7.41 kg

From stam tables, corresponding to a feed water temperature of 30° C, we find that

125.7 kJ/kg

and corresponding to a steam pressure of 14 bar, we find that

h1 = 830.1 kJ/kg ; hfg 1957.7 kJ/kg ; h = 2787.8 kJ/kg and t= 195° C

We know that enthalpy or total heat of superheated steam,

= hg+p(tnçt)

2787.8 + 2.1 (320-195) = 3050.3 kJ/kg ... 'raking c = 2.1 kJ/kg K)

Overall efficiency of the plant.

m (h - hfl ) 

--
 7.4113050'3— 125.7J = 0.727 or . /77 % Ans.11= 	 29800

2. Percentage ofava:kb!e heat uiili'.ed

Here we shall consider the following three cases:

(a) Cor.s kriLg the boIer

We know that enthalpy or sensible heat of feed water leaving the economiser or entering the

boiler at 130°C (from steam tables),

= 546.3kJ/kg

Heat utilised in the boiler fr 7.41 kg of steam at 14 bar and 0.97 dryness from water at 130°C

= m[(h,+xhj)_h)

= 7.41 [(830.1 +0.97x 19577)-546.3] = 16 174 kJ

We know that the heat available per kg of coal

= 29 800 kJ/kg of coal

Percentage of available heat used in boiler

=0.543 or 541

(h	 ,'er€og t' ea(nPT
We know that heat utilised in the economiser per kg of coal

= m0 c(i2_ l1 ) = 7.41 x4.2(130-30) = 3112.2 kJ

.(: c for water =4.2 kJ/kg K)
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Percentage of available heat used in the economiser

= 3112 .2 = 0.104 or 10.4% Ans.

) C,iside,ing the stq)erheoter

Heat utilised in the superheater per kg of steam
= Total heat of superheated steam — Total heat of wet steam

= [h + c,	 — — [(h1 + x hfR))

= [2787.8 + 2.1(320 - 195)] — [(830.1 + 0.97 x 1957.7)]

= 3050.3-2729 = 321.3 kJ

Total heat utilised in the superheater
= 7.4Ix321.3 = 2381 kJ

and percentage of heat utilised in the superheater
2381=	 = 0.08 or 99, Ans.

fflc: As a check, the percentage of heat utilised in boiler
= 54.3 + 10.4+8 = 72.7%

which is equal to the overall efficiency of the plant i.e. 72.7%,
15.4. Boiler Trial

The main objects of a boiler trial are:
I. To determine the generating capacity of the boiler.
2.To determine the thermal efficiency of the boiler when working at a definite pressure.
3.To prepare heat balance sheet for the boiler.
We have already discussed the first two objects in the previous articles. Now we shalt discuss

thcihird object, i.e. to prepare heat balance sheet.

If'!. liat Losses in a Boiler

We know that the efficiency of a boiler is the ratio of heat utilised in producing steam to the
heat liberated in the furnace. Also the heat utilised is always less than the heat liberated in the furnace.
The difference of heat liberated in the furnace and heat utilised in producing steam is known as heat
lost in the boiler. The loss of heat may be divided into various heads, but the following are important
from the subject point of view:

Una Imi , dr .i f7ur ge.s

Heat lost to dry flue gases per kg of fuel

= m, X c,, (t — th)	 (i)

where	 nz = Mass of dry flue gases per kg of	 fuel,

= Mean specific heat of dry flue gases,

= Temperature of flue gases leaving chimney, and

= Temperature of boiler room.

This toss is maximum in a boiler.

2. llt! 1.)..t ill ,,,o,.cIure /fl rse,,1 i,I the !:el

It is assumed that the moisture is converted into superheated steam at atmospheric pressure
(1.013 bar).
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Heat lost in moisture present in the fuel

= nt.,,(h,,4,—hh) =

= mm [2676 + c1, (tg - 100) - hh]

[From steam tables, corresponding to 1.013 bar. h,= 676 kJ/kg and I= 1000 C]

where	 mm = Mass of moisture per kg of fuel,

c1, = Mean specific heat of superheated steam in flue gases,

= Temperature of flue gaser leaving chimney,

= Temperature of boiler room, and

hh = Enthalpy or sensible heat of water at boiler room temperature.

3. Heat lost to steam funned by combustion of hydrogen per kg offuel

Let	 H2 = Mass of hydrogen present jer kg of fuel.

Mass of steam formed

= 9112

Then the heat lost to steam per kg of fuel

= 9H2 [2676 + Cp(tg 100)-hI

Note: Heat lost to steam and moisture per kg of fuel
= (9H2 + m,,) [2676 + Cr (' - 100)— hb]

where m,,, is the mass of moisture per kg of fuel.

4. Heat lost due to unburnt carbon in ash pit

The heat lost due to unburnt carbon per kg of fuel

= m 1 xC1

where	 m1 = Mass of carbon in ash pit per kg of fuel.

C1 = Calorific value of carbon.

5. Heat lost due to incomplete cdmbustion of carbon to carbon monoxide (CO)

This loss, generally, occurs in a boiler due to insufficient air supply.
Heat lost due to incomplete combustion

m2xC2

where	 m2 = Mass of carbon monoxide in flue gas per kg of fuel, and

C2 = Calorific value of carbon monoxide.

.. Heat lost due to radiation

There is no direct method for finding the heat lost due to radiation. This loss is calculated by
subtracting the heat utilised in raising steam and heat losses from the heat supplied.

15.6. Heit Balance Sheet

A heat balance sheet shows the complete account of heat supplied by I kg of dry fuel s and
heat consumed. The heat supplied is mainly utilised for raising the steam and the remaining h'oot is

It is equal to the calorific value of the fuel.
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lost. We know that heat utilised in raising steam per kg of fuel

= m(h—h,)

The heat balance sheet for a boiler trial per kg of fuel is drawn as below

[teal supplied	 kJ	 Heat consumed	 ki

Heat supplied by 	 x	 I. Heat utilisied in raising steam
1kg of dry fuel	 2. Heat lost in thy flue gases

3. Heat lost in moisture in fuel

4. Heat lost to steam by combustion 	 x4

of hydrogen

S. Heat lost due to unbumt carbon in
ash pit

6. Heat lost due to incomplete
combustion

7. Heat Iostdueto radiation, etc. (by X—(x 1 +x1+x
difference)	 +x4+x5+x6)

Total	 Total	 X	 100% j

Example 15.7. In a boiler, the following observations were made:
Pressure of steam	 = 10 bar
Steam condensed	 = 540 kg/h
Fuel used	 =65kg/h
Moisture in fuel 	 = 2% by mass
Mass of dry flue gases 	 =9 kg/kg offuel
Li,wer calorific value offuel 	 = 32 000 kJ/kg
Temperature of the flue gases	 = 325" C
Temperature of boiler house	 28C
Feed water temperature	 = 50"C
Mean specific heat offlue gases •	 = 1 k//kg K
Dryness fraction of steam	 = 0.95
Draw up a heat balance sheet for the boiler.
Solution. Given: p = 10 bar; m= 540 kg/h ; in, = 65 kg/h ; m, = 0.02 kg/kg of fuel ;	 =

9kg/kgoffuel ;C32000 kJ/kg ;tg 325°C;t,,=28°C;t 1 =50°C;cpg i I kJ/kgK;x=0.95

First of all, let us find the heat supplied by I kg of fuel. Since the moisture in fuel is 0.02 kg,
therefore )heat supplied by 1 kg of fuel

= (I -0.02) 12 OCt) = 31 360 kI 	 . . (i)

I. I-/eat utilised in raising steam per kR of fuel
We know that the mass of water actnally evaporated per kg of fuel,

m = rn ,. 1m1 = 54)/65 = 8.31 kg

From steam tables, corresponding to a feed water temperature of 50° C, we find that

hit = 209.3 kJ/kg
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and corresponding to a steam pressure of 10 bar, we find that

h1 = 762.6 Id/kg; h = 2013.6 kJ/kg

Heat utilised in taising steam per kg of fuel

=tn(h-hfi )= In, (hf+xhf-hJ1)

	

= 8.31 (762.6 + 0.95 x 2013.6- 209.3) = 20495 kJ 	 . . . (ii)

2. Heat carried away by dry flue gas
We know that heat carried away by dry flue gas

= m5. cpg (tg_ t,,) = 9x 1(325-28) = 2673 ki 	 .. . (iii)

. Heat carried away b y moiture in jial per kg oJ fuel
From steam tables, corresponding to a temperature of 28° C, we find4hat

It b	 117.3 kJ/kg

We know that heat carried away by moisture in fuel

= m 1 26l6+c (t_ IOO) - hhl
= 0.02 [2616+2.1 (325-109)- 117.3] = 60.6 kJ	 . . . (iv)

('Faking c,, for superheated steam = 2.1 Id/kg K)

4 Hca los: by radiation e.

We know that heat lost by radiation etc. by difference)

= 31 360 -(20495 + 2673 + 60.6) = 8131.4 Id	 . . . (v)

Now complete heat balance sheet per kg of fuel is given below:

Heat supplied	 kJ	 1-/eat expenditure	 U

Heat supplied by	 31 360	 I. Heat utilised in raising steam 	 20495	 65.35
I kgoffuel	

2. Heat carried away by dry flue gases 	 2673	 8.53

3. Heat carried away by moisture in fuel	 60.6	 0.19

4. Heat lost by radiation etc. (by 	 8131.4	 25.93
difference).

Total	 31 360	 Total	 31 360	 100

Example 15.8. The following observations were made during a boiler trial:
Mass offeed water per hour= 635 kg; Temperature offeed water = 65° C; Steam pressure

= 10.5 bar: Oilfired per hour= 52 kg ;Higher calorific value= 44 900 kJ/kg.
Percentage composition of oil by mass, C = 84.75; H 2 = 13; S = 1.25.
Analysis of dry flue gases by volume, CO2 = 12.4; 02 = 4.3; N2 = 83.3.
Temperature of gases leaving the boiler 362° C; Specific heat of dry flue gases = 1.005

kJ/kg K; Boiler room temperature = 21° C; Throttling calorimeter temperature at outlet= 1250 C
Pressure of steam after throttling = 101 mm of mercury; Barometer reading = 760 mm of Hg;

Heating surface of boiler = 20m 2 ;Specific heat of superheated steam = 2.! U/kg K; Partialpressure
of steam in flue gases = 0.07 bar.

Draw up a complete heat balance sheet and calcuithe the boiler efficiency and equivalent
evapora:ion per kg offucl and per m 2 of heating surface per hoar.
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Solution. Given: m=635kg/h ;: =65°C;p= 10.5 bar; m1 =52kg/h; C=44900 kJ/kg ;

ç=362°C; c,,= I.005 kJ/kg K;t=21°C;f q,= l25°C;c,, for superheated steam 2.1 kJ/kgK;

P2 = 0.07 bar

First of all, let us find the dryness fraction of steam before throttling (i.e. x).

We know that absolute pressure of steam after throttling

= 101+760= 861 rnmofHg

= 861 x 133.3 = 115 000 N/rn 2	.. .(; I mmof}- lg= 133.3 N/rn2)

= 1.15 bar	 ... (: l bar =105 N/rn2)

From steam tables, corresponding to an initial pressure of 10.5 bar, we find that

hf = 772 Id/kg; hjg = 2006 Id/kg

and corresponding to a final pressure of 1.15 bar, we find that

h 2	 268l.6 kJ/kg ; t2 = 103.6° C

We know that enthalpy or total heat of steam before throttling

= Enthalpy or total heat of Steam after throttling

i.e.	 hj+Xhjg = hg2+Cp(t_t2)

772+.x2006 = 2681.6+2.1(125-103.6)

x=O.974

In order to draw the heat balance sheet, we shall determine the values of the following heals:

Ile-tit i,tili.red in raising steam per kg of oil

We know that the mass of water actually evaporated per kg of oil

= pi, I mf = 635/52 = 12.21 kg

From steam tables, corresponding to a feed water temperature of 65° C, we find that

= 272kJ/kg

Heat utilised in raising steam per kg of oil

= m(h_h)

= mRh1+xh1,—h,.]

= 12.2 1 [(772 + 0.974 x 2006) —272] — 29960 kJ	 ... (1)

2 Heat (to fjed ana	 !n flue gases

First of a] 1, let us find the mass of dry flue gases per kg of fuel (i.e. rn8)

The percentage composition of oil by mass is given as:

C=84.75%=0.8475 kg; H2 = 13%=0.13 kg; and N2 = 1.25%=0.0125kg

and analysis of dry flue gases by volume is given as:

CO2 = 12.4% = 0.124 m3 ; O = 4.3% = 0.043 m 3 ; and N 2 = 83.3%=O.833 m3

The volumetric analysis of the dry flue gases is conveeted into mass analysis as given in the
following table
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Constituent Volume in I ,n of
the flue gas

(a)

CO2	0.124

02	 I	 0.043
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Molecular	 Proportional 	 Mass ofconstituent in kg
mass	 mass	 per kg offlue g-

(h) (c) () x (b)	 (tO
(c)

5.45644	 5.456	 - = 0.18130.156

37632	 1.376	 1.= 0.04630.156

N2	0.833	 28	 23.324	 = 0.773

Total	 1.000	 c)=3O.I56	 1.000

We know that mass of carbon in I kg of f1 gases

3	 .	 3
= -j-j- CO2 + CO = --j- CO2	.. . (. CO =0)

=	 x0.I81 = 0.0494 kg

Mass of dry flue gases per kg of oil burnt,

- Mass 01 carbon in 1 kg of fuel
m5 - 

Mass of carbon in I kg of flue gas

0.8475
= 00494 = 17.16 kglkgofoil

We know that hear carried away by dry flue gases per kg of oil
= mr c1, (t —

= 17.16 x 1.005(362 —21) = 5880 kJ	 . . ..(ii)
3. heat carried away b rica,,:

Since H 2 is present in the oil, ' therefore mass of steam formed in the flue gases due to
combustion of 112 is given by

= 9H2	9x0.13 = 1.17kg

From steam tables, corresponding to a partial pressure of steam in the flue gases, i.e. 0.07 bar,
we find that

hp = 2572.6 kJ/kg.; and t = 39°C

and corresponding to a boiler room temperature of 210 C, we find that

= 88 kJlkg

Heat carried away by steam in the flue gases per kg of oil

= m [hg + c (t — t) — hh]

= 1.17 [2572.6+2.1 (362-39)— 88] = 3700 kJ 	 (iii)

4 Heat lost b y radiation cit
We know that heat lost by radiation etc. (by difference)

= 44900—(2996&+5880+3700) = 5360kJ
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Now complete heat balance sheet per kg of oil is given below

Heal supplied	 kJ	 Heal expenditure	 U

Heat supplied by	 44900	 I.	 Heat utilised in raising steam	 29 960	 6633

I kg of
2. Heat carried away bydrv flue	 5880	 13.10

gases

3. Heat earned awavbysteam	 3700	 8.24

4. I- Ieatlosthyradiatkinetc.(by	 5360	 11.93
difference)

Total -	 44900	 Total	 44900	 100.

Boiler efficiency

We know that boiler efficiency.

	

M, (h - hfi ) -	
= 0.6673 or 66.73 % Ans.

C	 44900

[From equation ()]

Equivalent evaporation per kg offuel

We know that equivalent evaporation per kg of fuel

=
-	 = 13.27kg Ans..

2257	 2257

Equivalent evaporation per n12 per hour

We know that equivalent evaporation Per m2 per hour

= Equivalent evappration per kg of fuel = 13.27	 0.6635 kg Ai.
Heating surface area	 20

EXERCISES

I. A boiler produces 4 k of steam per kg of coal from feed water at45° C. The steam pressure is 10.5
bar. If the dryness fraction of steam is 0.98, determine the equivalent evaporation from and at 1000 C.

(Ans. 4.52 kg 

2. A boiler raises 3.7 kg of water per kg of coal from feed water at 545° C, to steam at the pressure
of 34 bar and temperature of 370° C. Assuming specific heat of superheated steam as 2.6, calculate equivalent
evaporation/kg of coal. 	 .	 (Ans. 477 kgj

3	 In a boiler trial, the following observations were recorded:
Boiler pressure = 10 bar Dryness fraction of steam =0.95 :CoaI consumption = 500kg/h ;Calorific

value of coal = 30500 kJ/kg Feed water temperature = 5(Y' C; Feed water supplied 4 tonnes/h.
Find the evaporation factor and the equivalent evaporation from and at [00°C in kg per kg of coal

'teed. Take specific heat of feed water as 4.187 kJ/kg K.	 [Ans. 1.09:8.72kg/kg of fuel)

4. A boiler produces 900() kg of steam while I bone of c,a1 is burnt. The steam is produced at 10 bar
from water at IS" C. The dryness fraction olsteam is 0.9. Determine the efficiency of the boiler when the calorific
value of the coal is 32 000 kJ/kg. 	 (Ans. 70.65%)

5. A boi lerdelivers steam at tOO bar and 500°C. The feed water inlet temperature is 160°C. The steam
is produced at the rate of 100 bones/h and the boiler efficiency is 88%. Estimate the fuel burning rate in kg/b,
if the calorific value of the fuel is 21 Ml/kg. 	 (Ans. 14.6 tonnes/hi

6	 In a boiler test, the following observations were made
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Feed water temperature = 12°C ; Pressure of steam = II bar; Dryness fraction of rtearn = 0.95
Mass of coal burnt = 300kg/h; Calorific value of coal = 32000 k)/kg ofcoal Mass of water su piftd to boiler
in 7 hrs 14 mm = 14625kg.

The mass of w iter in the boiler at the end of the test was less than that at the commencement by
900 kg. Calculate I. Actual evaporation per kg of coal :2. Equivalent evaporation from and at lot)' C per kg
olcoal ; and 3. Thermal efftcieicy of the boiler. 	 [Ans. 7.15 kg; 833 kg; 58.75 %1

7. A steam plant consisting of a boiler, superheater and econontiser has the following particulars
Steam pressure= 12.6 bar; Temperature of steam leaving superhcater= 245' C; Fuel used per hour

= 1000 kg ; Feed water per hour = 9000 kg ; Temperature of feed water entering the economiser = 40" C
Temperature of feed water leavtg the economiser = 115°C ; Dryness fraction of steam leaving the boiler = 0.9

Calorific value of fuel used = 30 240 kJ/kg.
Calculate I. Overall efficiency of the plant, and 2 Percentage of heat in fuel used in the boiler,

economiser and superheater. 	 [Ans. 81.3%; 62.6%; 9.37%; 9.33%
S. The following observations were made during the trial ola boiler plant consisting of a battery of 6

lancashire boilers and an econorniser
Calorific valueofcoal perkg = 30MJ/kg ; Mass of feed watcrperkgofdry coal = 9.1 kg; Equivalent

evaporation from and at 100° C per kg of dry coal = 9.6 kg ; Temperature of feed water to economiser = 12" C;
Temperature of feed water to boiler = 105° C; Air temperature = 13" C ; Temperature of flue gases entering
economiser = 370° C; Mass of flue gases entering economiser = 18.2 kg/kg of coal; Mean specific heat of flue
gases = 1.005 kJ/kg K.

Find I. the efficiency of the boiler alone ; 2. the efficiency of the economiser alone ; and 3. the
efficiency of the whole boiler plant. 	 [Ans. 72.22%; 5443%; 84.1 %]

9. The following particulars were recorded during a steam boiler trial
Pressure of steam = II bar ; Mass of feed water = 4600 kg/h ; Temperature of feed water 75 C

Dryness fraction of steam = 0.96; Coal used 490kg/h; Calorific value of coal = 35700 kJ/kg ; Moisture in
coal = 4% by mass; Mass of dry flue gases = 18.57 kg/kg of coal; Temperature of flue gases = 300' C; Boiler
house temperature = 16" C ; Specific heat of flue gases = 0.97 kJ/kg K.

Draw the heat balance sheet of the boiler per kg of coal.

Ans. Heat balance sheet

	

Heat supplied	 LI	 Heal consumed	 1	
Ic.!	 %

	Heat supplied in	 34272	 I, Heat utilised in raising steam. 	 22428	 1	 65.44
I kg of coal	

2. heat carried away by dry flue 	 5116	 14.93
gases.

3. Heat lost in moisture. 	 121	 0.35
4. Heat lost in radiation, etc. (by	 6607	 19.28

difference)

	

Total	 34272	 Total	 34272	 100

10. Ina boiler trial, the following observations were obtained:
Mass of feed water= 1520 kg/h ; Temperature of feed water= 30" C; Dryness fraction of steam=

0.95 ;Pressure of steam= 8.5 bar; Coal burnt/hour = 200kg ; Calorific value of coal = 27300 kJ/kg of coal
Ash and unburrst coal collected = 16kg/h ; Calorific value of ash and unbumt coal = 3780 kJ/kg : Mass of flue
gases = 17.3 kg/kg of coal; Temperature of flue gases = 330°C; Boiler room temperature = 17°C; Mean specific
heat of flue gases= I kJ/kg K.

	

Estimate the thermal efficiency of the boiler and draw the heat balance sheet. 	 [Ans. 70.8%J
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Ans. Heat balance sheet

	

Heal supplied	 ki	 Heat consumed	 U

	Heat supplied by I kg	 27300	 I. Heat utilised in raising steam 	 19329	 70.80
of coal

2. Heat carried away by the flue gases 	 5415	 19.83

3. Heat lost in ash and unbumt coal 	 302	 1.11

4. Heat lost in radiation, etc. (by 	 2254	 8.26
______	 difference) 	 _

	

Total	 27300	 Total	 100

QUESTIONS

1. What do you understand by the evaporative capacity of a boiler?
2. Explain clearly the equivalent evaporation from and at 1000 C.

3. Discuss briefly the term boiler efficiency.
4. Enlist the various heat losses in a boiler. Which is the biggest loss?
5. Draw the heat balance sheet of a boiler.

OBJECTIVE TYPE QUESTIONS

I. The equivalent evaporation is defined as the
(a)ratio of heat actually used in producing the steam to the heat liberated in the furnace
(b)amount of water evaporated or steam produced in kg per kg of fuel burnt.

(c)amount of water evaporated 'from and at 100°C' into dry and saturated steam
(d)none of the above

2. When the cnlhalpy or total heat of steam is h kJ/kg and the enthalpy or sensible heat of
feed water is I1 kJ/kg, then the factor of evaporation is given by

	

(a) -	 (b) -a	 (c	 ---- a	 (d)
	2257	 2257	 2257	 hflx2257

3. The amount of water evaporated in kg per kg of fuel burnt is called
(a)equivalent evaporation 'from and at 100° C.
(b)evaporative capacity of a boiler
(c)boiler efficiency
(d)none of the above

4. The ratio of heat actually used in producing the Steam to the heat liberated in the furnac
is called

(a)equivalent evaporation 'from and at 100°C'
(b)evaporative capacity of a boiler
(c)boiler efficiency
(c none of the above

5. Ina boiler, various heat losses take place. The biggest loss is due to
(a) moisture in fuel (b) dry flue gases (c) Steam formation (d) unburnt carbon

ANSWERS

1(c)	 2(a)	 3(b)	 4.(c)	 5.(b)
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Boiler Draught

1. introduction. 2. Classification of Droughts. 3. Types of Draughts. 4. Advanf ages and
Disadvantages of Mechanical Draught. 5. Comparison between Forced Draught and Jnduced Draught.
6. Balanced Draught 7. Height of chimne y. 8. condition for Maximum Discharge through the Chimney.
9. Power Required to Drive a Fan. 10. Efficiency of Chimney.

16.1. Introduction
In the last chapters, we have already discussed the formation of steam and combustion of fuels.

It may be noted that the rate of steam generation, in a boiler, depends upon the rate at which the fuel
is burnt. The rate of fuel burning depends upon the availability ofoxygen or in other "ords availability
of fresh air. The fresh air will enter the fuel bed, if the gases of combustion are exhausted from the
combustion chamber of the boiler. This is possible only ifaditference of pressure is maintained above
and below the fire grate. This difference of pressure is known as draught.

The main objects of producing draught in a boilerare
I. To provide an adequate supply of air for the fuel combustion.
2.10 exhaust the gases of combustion from the combustion chamber.
3.To discharge these gases to the atmosphere through the chimney.

16.2. Classification of Draughts
In general, the draughts may be classified into the following two types:
1.Natural draught. It is the draught produced by a chimney due to the difference of densities

between the hot gases inside the chimney and c.-Id atmospheric air outside it.
2.Art (ficial draught. The artificial draught may be a mechanical draught or a steamjet draught.

The draught produced by a fan or blower is known as mechanical or fan draught where as the draught
produced by a steam jet is called steam jet draught. The artificial draught is provided, when natural
draught is not sufficient. It may be induced or forced.

16.3. Types of Draughts
In general, the draughts are of the following three types:
I. Chimne y draught. The draught produced by means of a chimney alone is known as chimney

draught. It is a natural draught and has induced effect. Since the atmospheric air (outside the chimney)
is heavier than the hot gases (inside the chimney), the outside air will flow through the furnace into
the chimney. It will push the hot gases to pass through the chimney. The chimney draught varies with
climatic conditions, temperature of furnace gases and height of chimney.

1 Mec/:ani:al or Jun though:. The draught, produced by means of a fan or blower, is known
as nicchanical draught or fan draught. The fan used is, generally, of centrifugal type and is driven
by an electric motor.

360
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In an induced fan draught, a centrifugal fan is placed in the path of the flue gases before they
enter the chimney. It draws the flue gases from the surface and forces them up through the chimney.
The action of this type of draught is similar to that of the natural draught.

In case offorced fan draught, the fan is placed before the grate, and air is forced into the grate

through the closed ash pit.

3. Steam jet draught. It is a simple and cheap method of producing artificial draught. In a steam
jet draught, the exhaust steam, from a non-condensing Steam engine, is used for producing draught.
It is mostly used in locomotive boilers, where the exhaust steam from the engine cylinder is discharged
through a blast pipe placed at the smoke box and below the chimney.

In an induced steam jet draught, the steam jet issuing from a nozzle, is placed in the chimney.

But in a forced steam jet draught, the steam jet issuing from a nozzle is placed in the ash pit under

the fire grate of the furnace.
16.4. Advantages and Disadvantages of Mechanical Draught

These days the mechanical draught is widely used in large boiler plants. It has the following
advantages and disadvantages over the natural draught.

Advantages
I. It is more economical.
2. It is better in control.
3.The flow of air through the grate and furnace is uniform.

4. It produces more draught.

5. Its rate of combustion is very high.

6.Low grade fuel can be used.

7.The air flow can be regulated according to the changing requirements.

8.It is not affected by the atmospheric temperature.

9. It reduces the amount of smoke.

10.It reduces height of chimney.
II. It increases efficiency of the plant.
12. It reduces the fuel consumption. About 15% of fuel is saved for the same amount of work.

I )isathwitages
I. Its initial cost is high.
2. Its running Cost is also high.

3.It has increased maintenance Cost.

16.5. Comparison between Forced Draught and Induced Draught
The following table gives the comparison between forced draught and induced draught.

Forced dra ught	 Induced draught

1.

S. No.

Die fan isplac.

The pressure inside the furnace is above the 	 The pressure inside the furnace is below the
atmospheric pressure, 	 atmospheric pressure.

It forces fresh air into the combustion	 It sucks hot gases from the combustion
chamber, 	 chamber, and forces them into the chimney.

2.
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4. it requires less power as the fan has to handle 	 It requires more power as the fan has to handle
cold air only. Moreover, volume of air	 hot air and flue gases. Moreover, volume of
handled is less because of low temperature of . air and gases is more because of high
the cold air.	 temperature of the air and gases.
The

F
flow of air through grate and furnace is The flow of air through grate and furnace is5.

more uniform.	 .	 less uniform.
6. As the leakages are outward, therefore there	 As the leakages are inward, therefore there is

is a serious danger of blow out when the fire	 no danger of blowout. But if the fire doors are
doors are opened and the fan is working. 	 opened and the fan is working there will be a

heavy air infiltration.

16.6. Balance.] Draught

It is an improved type of draught, and is a combination of induced and forced draught. It is
produced by running both induced and forced draught fans simultaneously.
16.7. height of(;hininey

We have already discussed that natural draught is produced by means of a chimney. Since the
amount of draught depends upon the height of chimrey, therefore its height should be such that it can
produce a sufficient draught.

T1
hI

E
id

> E•5 1.21
a 0Ui 101

IILL

16 I	 1-leight ofchmney fora given draught.

Let	 H = Height of chimney above the fire grate in metres.
h = Draught required in terms of mm of water.

Absolute temperature of air outside the chimney in K.
T2 = Absolute temperature of the flue gas inside the chimney in K.

= Volume of outside air at temperature T, in m 3/ kg of fuel.

02 = Volume of flue gases inside the chimney at temperature T2 in m3/ kg of fuel.
in = Mass of air actually used in kg/kg of fuel.

m + I = Mass of flue gases in kg per kg of fuel.
First of all, let us find the volume of outside air per kg of fuel at N.T.P. (i.e. at 0°C temperature

and 1.013 bar pressure).
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Let	 v, = Vol umeof air at0°C.

Absolute temperature.

TO = O°+273 = 273K

Atmospheric pressure.

	

p0 = 1.013 bar = 1.013x 	 N/m'	 ...(; l bar= l0N/m2)

We know that p x v = m R T

mRT0 

=	
= 0.773m ml/ kg fuel

po
..(': For air, R=287i/kgK)

Volume of outside air at T1 K,

VI	

voXT	 (vflv

To 	t 	 0

0.773mxT	 niT

=	 273	 =	
m3/kg of fuel

Density of outside air at T1 K,

P, = M	 jL3 kg/M3	 Density	 Mass

353

Pressure due to a similar column of outside (cold) air,

p = Densityx Height x g = p 1 Hg

=	 xHx9.81 = 34311N/m

According to Avogadro'siaw, the flt,e gas at NT.?. occupies the same volume as that of air

us at NT P.
Volume of flue gases at 00 C

= 0.773 m m31 kg of fuel

md volume of flue gases at T, K,

niT
= -m3/kgoffue1'2	 353

Density of flue gases at T2 K,

m+l	 353(m+l)P2__kg/rn
niT2	mT

353

Pressure due to column of hot gases at the base of chimney,

P2 
p2Hg 353(m+1) H x 9.81 = A63 (mtJ)J N/rn2

	

m T2	m T2

24- 
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We know that the draught pressure is due to the pressure difference between the hot column
of gas in the chimney and a similar column of cold air outside the chimney. Therefore draught
pressure.

p	 _63 !i_ 3463 (m+A)li N/ni2
T1	

in

= 3463 Hf_i- -_!!±_i. )Nln2
'1 mi'2

In actual practice, the draught pressure is expressed in mm of water as indicated by a
manometer. Since* I N/rn2 =0.101 937 mm of water, therefore

1"h = 35311 j - m+l

-i- J 
mm of water	 . . . (ii)

T,	
in

Notes: 1. The equations (i) and (ii) give only the theoretical value of the draught and is known as static drought.
The actual value of the draught is less than the theoretical value due to the following reasons:

(a)The effect of frictional resistance offered to the passage of air through the tire bars, lire flues and
chimney is to reduce the draught h.

(b)The temperature of flue gases inside the chimney diminishes for every metre of its height.
2. The draught may also be expressed in terms of column of hot gases. If H' is the height in metres of

the hot gas column which would produce the draught pressure p, then
p Density xfl'Xg,

- 353 ('n + I) X x 9.81 = 3463 (m + I) X Ii' N/rn2mi'2 	in
Substituting this value in equation (:) above,

3463 (in 
+ 1 <h = 3463H(____!m l;	 .J

T1 ml;.

	

r(m	 T2	 1
H'=Hjl — x -l-lIrnctres

	

L1	 T1)	 j
3. The velocity of floe gases through the chimney under a static draught of II' metres is given by

V	 = 4.43	 . (Neglecting friction)
Example 16.1. A chimney is 28 in and the temperature of the hot gases in the chimney

is 32(f C. The temperature of outside air is 3° C and the furnace is supplied with 15 kg of air per
kg of coat burnt. Calculate draught in mm of water.

Solution. Given: H=28m T2 =320°C=320+273=593K;T 1 =23°C23+273
= 296K ;m = IS kg/kgof coal

We know that draught,

	

I I	 nt+l	 ( I	 15+1
593

= 156 mm of water Ans.

We know that I kg1171 2 = I mm of water
or	 9.81 N/ni ? = I mm of waler

I N/ni 2 =	 = 0.101937 mm of uaIcr
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Example 16.2. A boiler uses 18 kg air per kg of fuel. Determine the minimum height of
chimney required to produce a draught of 25 mm of water. The mean temperature of chimney gases
is 3150 C and that of outside air 27° C.

Solution. Given: rn IS kg/kg of fuel; h = 25 min of water; T2 = 3150 Cs 315 + 273
=588K;T1 =27C=27+273=300K

Let	 H = Minimum height of chimney required.
We know that draught (h),

25 = 35311	 _J4:f!.) = 353H(0_ 18x588 J = 0.5311

H = 47.2 in Ans.

Example 163. The following data pertain to a steam power plan::
Height of chimney = 30 m ; Draught produced 16.5 mm of water gauge; Temperature of

flue gas = 360° C;. Temperature of boiler house = 2° C; Atmospheric pressure = 1.013 bar.
Determine the quantity of air used per kg offuel burnt in the boiler.
Solution. Given :/f=30m;h=16.Smmof water ;T2=360°C=360+273=633K;

T1 =28°C=28+273=301 K;p0 = 1.013 bar

Let	 m = Quantity of air used per kg of fuel.
We know that draught (h),

16.5 353 H -L - m + ' j = 353 . 30 ( -L - m+l \
T1 m T,	 301rnX6,33)

m+l	 1	 16.5
mx633 - 301 353x30 =6.0Ol76

m+l = 0.001 76(mx633) = 1.1 14m
in = 8.772 kg 1kg of fuel Ans.

Example 16.4. A 30 in high chimney is used to discharge hot gases at 297' C to the
atmosphere which is at 27°C. Findthe mass ofairactually usEd perkg offuel, ifthe drawghi produced
is 15 mm of water. If the coal burnt in the combustion chamber contains 80% carbon, 6% moisture
and remaining ash, determine the percentage of excess air supplied.

Solution. Given: H=30m;T2=297°C=297+273=57OK;T1=27°Cr27+273
= 300 K: h = 15 mm of water
Mass of air used per kg offuel

Let	 mu = Mass of air used per kg of fuel.
We know that draught,

h=353H
T,	 mT2

353x3Q	

I15 =	 -- m+l	 35.3— 18.58---300 n?x570J	 In )

rn+I	 35.3—ISor	 -= 18.58 =1.09
mu 

in = 11.11 kg/kgof fuel Afts.
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Perceii (age of excess air supplied
We know that 1 kg of carbon requires 8/3 kg of oxygen or in other wnrds 1 kg of carbon

requires

8 1(X) = 11.6kgofair

Since 1 kg of coal contains 0.8 kg of carbon, therefore air required for complete combustion
of 0.8 kg of carbon

= 0.8x 11.6 = 9.28 kg/kg of fuel

Percentage of excess air supplied

11.11-9.28 = 0.197 or 19.7% Ans.

Example 16.5. A boiler is equipped with a chimney of 30 metres height. The flue gases,
whkh pass through the chimney are at temperature of 288 C. whereas the atmospheric temperature

is 210 C. If the airflow through the combustion chamber is 18 kg/kg of frel burnt, find: 1. the
theoretical draught produced in mm of water and in height of hot gase's.column, and 2. velocity of

the flue gases passing through the chimney, if 50% of the theoretical drauglt is lost in friction at Ike
grate and passage.

Solution. Given: H=30m;T2 288°C=288+273561 K;T121°C21+273

=294K;m= l8 kg/kg offuel

I. Theoretical draught produced in mm of wate,

We know that theoretical draught produced in mm of water,

h = 353Hi'-L—n+) =353.30( 	
l+l )

294 18x561

= 16.1 mm of water Ans.

Theoretical draught produced in height of hot gases column

We know that theoretical draught produced in height of hot gases column.

I	 m	 T2 "	 18	 56!
30[ (jH'H[	 xJ_l

= 24.2 in Ans.

2. Velocity offlue gases passing through the chimney
Since 50% of the theoretical draught is lost in friction, therefore net draught available.

H' = 24.2 xO.5 = 12.1 m

Velocity of flue tases passing through the chimney,

V 4.43'JW = 4.43 '[i.l = 15.4in's Ans.

16.8. Condition for Maximum Discharge through the Chimney

We have already discussed in the last article that the height of hot gas column producing the

draught,

H' = H	
m- x - I- I metresI1 [ m+l T1)
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and the velocity of flue gases through the chimney,

T2	 "Vs

	

=	 =

where	 H = Height of chimney.
rn = Mass of air actually used in kg/kg of fuel,

T1 = Absolute temperature of the air outside the chimney or atmospheric
temperature, and

T2 = Absolute temperature of the flue gas inside the chimney.

Now consider a chimney discharging hot gases to the atmosphere under the action of the

natural draught.
Let	 A = Area of cross-section of chimney in m2 , and

p = Density of hot gases in kg/m3.
Mass of hot gases discharged per second,

M = Volume of hot gases x Density of hot gases= A V 	 . . .(ii)

We know that density Lf the hot gas is inversely proportional to its temperature, i.e.

I	 K
pa — or p=—

T2

where K is a constant of proportionality.
Now substituting the value of V and p in equation (ii),

M=AJ28H[jX)] x

Substituting A. K = K,, another constant, we have

KIM =	 Hi(X] ]
2	 Lm+1 T,

Again substituting K, 4i = ' 2' 
another constant,

K	 T2M=1TT,–2	 m+l

	

=K2J_ X	]_	
=K2jX_)

T,T2 	 TIT2 T2

Differentiating M respect to T2, for maximum discharge and equating to zero.

dM

( m	 1	 I	 12 
x	 xm 	 I X I	 2

1-----
m+l

	

rn 1 	 I	 2-----x—x—+—
m+l T, T T

or	 K2Xx , m	 t	 1 =
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in 	 2------x---+— = 0

rn-i-I T1T	 Ti'
m	 I	 2	 in 	 2

X i, =	 or	 x 
=

13

T2 = 2(_±_JT1in

Thus we see that for maximum discharge, temperature of the flue gases (T2 ) should be slightly
more than the atmospheric temperature (T1).

Notes: I. The height of hot gas column (if)producing the draught for maximum mass of hot gases to be
discharged is obtained by substituting the value of 7 in equation (i).

in 2(m+I)T )_ 

j

1
HHll—x	 l!=Hmetres

yn+I	 mXT1 

It shows that for maximum discharge, the height of hot gas column producing the draught is equal
to the height of the chimney.

2. We know that draught pressure,
i	 mI'

h = 353Hi( --- + mmof water
rnT2)

The dr'cht pressure for maximum discharge,

h = 35311 ... 1: T = 2(±TMI
T1	in	

2I_±_!. 1r, 	 L	 m )
in )

35311 !76.5H=	 mmof.water

Example 16.6. A chimney is 30 in 	 and the temperature of atmosphere is /2° C.
Calculate the draught produced in mm of water under the conditions of maximum discharge.

Solution. Given: H=30m;T=I2°C=f2+273=285K

We know that draught produced for maximum discharge,

176.51! - 176.5 x 30 
= 1 8.6 iitm ot water Arts.-	 285

Example 16.7. A chimney is 60 metres high and the temperature ofatntospheric air is 27° C.
If 15 kg of air/kg ofJiel is used; find for maximum discharge of hot gases:/. the temperature of
hot gases, and 2. the draught pressure in mm of water.

Solution. Given: H=60m ; T, =27°C= 27+.273 = 300 K; m= 15 kg/kg of fuel

• le'It/tt-?al(l?- 0//lot ,çites /i', i?tiittiiitiin t/ive/taç'e

We know that temperature of hot gases for maximum discharge,

T2=2-!)fl =2(.jfi)300=640K=3670CAns.

2. I),(,,l!J( /i,'vitt e iii i?t?tl of Itafer

We know that draught pressure for maximum discharge,

h	 176.511 - 176.5 x 60
300	

=	
tout (it wacr Ans.=----_ 
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16.9. Power Required to Drive a Fan
The power of a fan (or air power) is the power required to do internal werk on the air or gas

to deliver its certain volume.

Let	 p = Draught pressure in N/rn 2 = 9.81 x h mm of water,

v = Volume of air or gas flowing through the tan in m 3/min, and

TV = Efficiency of the fan.

We know that work done by a fan

= Pressure x Volume p v N-rn/mm

and power required to drive the fan or power of the motor driving the fan,

P 
P =

	

	 watts	 (i)
60 x

Now let us find the value of P for forced draught fan and induced draught fan.

Let	 in = Mass of air actually used in kg / kg of fuel,

M =Mass of fuel in kg/mm,

=Absolute temperature of outside air (cold air) in K, and

T2 = Absolute temperature of hot gases in K.

Mass of air used/mm

= rnMkg

We know that the volume of air at N.T.P.,

v. = 0.7l3x Mass of air used = 0.773mM kg/ mm	 . ..(ReIrArt 16.7)

Volume of air handled by a forced draught fan at temperature T1 K.

v0 T 	 0.773mMT	 -.	 v
V=7.—	

273	
=mMTii

Power required to drive the forced draught fan,

pmMT1 	 9.81h,nMT1	 hmMT

= 60x353x111 = 60x353xrl,- = 60x 36x111 watts

Now mass of flue gases drawn by the induced draught fan,

= (m+ I) kg/kgf fuel

Mass of fuel per mm

= Mkg

Mass of flue gases handled by induced draught fan

= M(rn+-l)kg/min

We know that the volume of Cue gases at N.T.P. is equal to the volume of air used at N.T.P.

Volume of flue gases at 00 (,

v0 = 0.773 in ?•i kg/mm

and volume of flue gases handled by inCuced draught fan at T2 K,

v0 xT2 0.773,nMT2 - mMT2
2	

273	 353
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Power required to drive the induced draught fan,.

P
p in MT2	hmMT

= 60X353X111 60x36x7l1 watts

Note : The comparison of the power required to drive the induced draught and forced draught fan can be made
by assuming that:

() both the fans have the same efficiency, and
(ii) they produce the equal draught.

Power required for I.D. fan
Power required for F.D. fan 	 T1

Example 16.8. A boiler fitted with aforced draught fan has the following particulars:
Mass of air required	 = 20kg/kg offuel
Mass offuelitsed	 = 1500kg1h
Temperature of outside air = 42' C
Temperature of chimney gas = 1680 C
Draught pressure	 = 40 mm of water
Efficiency offan	 = 70%
Determine the power required to drive the fan. lithe boiler is equipped with induced draught

fan, instead offorceddraugh: fan, what will be the power required to drive it?
Solution. Given:m=20kg/kgoffuel&f 1500kg/h=25kg/min ;T1=42°C=42+273

=315K;7'2 = 168°C= 168+273=441 K;h = 40 nun ofwater;rl=70%O.7

Power required to drive the forced draught fi2n
We know that power required to drive the forced draught fan,

hmMT - 40x20x25x3I5 = 4167W

	

'60x36xr	 60x36x0.7

= 4167kW Ans.

Power required to drive the ii 4uced draught fan
We know that power recuired to drive the induced draught fan.

	

hmMT2	 40x20x25x441
= 60x36x111 = 60x36x0.7 = 5833W

= 5.83 kW Ans.

16.10. Efficiency of Chimney

It maybe defined as the ratio of the energy required to produce the artificial draught (expressed
in metres head or i/kg of flue gas) to the mechanical equivalent of extra heat carried awayer kg of
flue gases due to the natural draught.

Let	 H' = Height of the flue gas column or the artificial draught produced in
metres.

T2 = Tempersture of flue gases in chimney with natural draught in K,

T = Temperature of flue gases in chimney with artificial draught in K,
C,, = Specific heat of flue gases in kJ/kg K. Its value may be taken as 1.005

kJ/kgK.
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We know that energy required to produce the artificial draught, per kg of flue gas

= H'g i/kgof flue gas

and extra heat carried away per kg of flue gas due to natural draught

= txc(T2-1)kJIkg

Mechanical equivalent of extra heat carried away
= 10c(T2-7)J/kgoffluegas

H'g
and efficiency,	 Tir = 1000 C ('2 -7)

Notes: 1. in the above expression the value of!! may be substituted as
1 m	 T'\	 1

H'=H —x-I-llmetres

	

T1)	 j

2. The efficiency of chimney is less than I percent
Example. 16.9. In a chimney of height .50 metres, temperature offlue gases with natural

draught is 3670 C. The temperature of waste gases by using artificial draught is 127' C. The
temperature of outside air is 270 C. If air supplied is 19 kg/kg offuel burnt, determine the efficiency
of chimney. Assume c, 1.005 kJIkg Kfor flue gases.

Solution. Given :H=50m;T2=367°Cz367+273=640K;T=127°C127+273
=40)K;T=27°C=27+273r300K;m=19kg/kgOffUel;C=1A)05kJ/kgK

We know that height of the artificial draught,

[1' m	 T2	 19	 640
H' =	

- I = so[[--j-x)_ l]= 51.33m

Efficiency of chimney,

H'g	 51.33x9.81
1000c,, (T2 - I) 1000  1.005 (640- 10'J)

= 0.0021 or 0.21 % Ans.

EXERCISES
I. Find the draught in mm of water column pi'oJuced by a Chimney 36 in high when the mean

temperature of hot gases is 300° C, the temperature of outside air is 27°C and 19 kg of air is supplied per kg of
fuel burnt in the furnace.	 [Ans. 19 mm of water]

2. A boiler uses 14 kg of air per kg of fuel. The temperature of the hot gases inside the chimney is
59T'C and that of outside air 17°C. If the draught produced is 26 mm of water, determine the minimum height
of the chimney required.	 tAns. 33.2 m]

3. A 30 in chimney is used to produce a natural draught of IS mm of water. The temperature of
hot gases in the chimney is 287° C. If the temperature of outside air is 27° C ; find the mass of air used per kg of
fuel.	 [Ans. I5.okglkgoffuel]

4. Calculate the height of chimney required to generate a pressure difference of 100mm of water if
the mean temperature of gases in the chimney is 150° C and the ambient temperature is 30° C. Neglect flow
friction in the r'simney. Assume usual value of l? for air.	 [Ans. 302 mJ

5. A chimney is 30 in The temperature of outside air is 21 C. The air is supplied at the rate of
18 kg/kg of fuel for the complete combustion of fuel. Find the temperature of the hot gases inside the chimney
if the draught produced is 16 mm of water. 	 (Ans. 286° Cl

6. A t,oi let is provided with a chimney of 25 in height The boiler house temperature is 30° C and the
temperature of flue gases leaving the chimney is 300°C. If the air supplied to the boiler is 19 kg per kg of fuel,
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estimate: I. Draught in toni of water; and 2. Velocity of flue gases passing through the chimney with 50-b loss
of draught in friction. 	 [Ans. 13.24 om of water: 14 ni/sf

7. Achimney 30 m high is full of hot gasesata temperature of 307°C. The air required for the complete
combustion of 1kg of fuel is 18 kg. If the temperature of atmospheric air is 27° C, find the draught:

I. in terms of water column, and 2. in terms of column of hot gases.
[Ans. 16 min 01 water: 25 sal

8. A chimney has a height of 60 metres. The temperature of air is 27° C. Find the draught in mm of
water when the temperature of chimney gases is such as to cause the mass of these gases discharged in a given
time to be maximum. 	 .	 [Ans. 35.3 mm of watcrf

.. Calculate the efficiency of chimney from the following data:
Temperature of flue gases with natural draught = 350° C; Temperature of waste gases with artificial

draught= 150° C; Temperature of atmospheric air= 38°C; Amount of airsupplied/kg of fuel = 20kg; Height
of chimney = 40 in Specific heat of flue gases = 1.005 kJ/kg K. 	 [Ans. 0.177%]

QUESTIONS

1. What is the significance of draught in boiler practice?
2. What are the functions of a boiler chimney? Why is no chimney provided on a locomotive

boiler?

3. Describe briefly various types of artificial draught system used in steam boilers indicating
their main advantages.

4. Explain the terms forced draught, induced draught and balanced draught.
5. What are the advantages of artificial draught system over natural draught system ?
6. Deduce a relation for thecalculaton of natural draught in a boiler plant and state the

parameters on which the draught depends.
7. Prove that for maximum mass of hot gases discharged through the chimney.

- 2(m+l)
T1 	m

where	 T1 = Absolute temperature of cold air,

T2 = Absolute temperature of hot air, and

in = Mass of air supplied in kg/kg of fuel.
8. Show that under maximum discharge conditions, the draught produced in terms of hot gas

column is equal to the height ofcliimney.
9. What is the relation between draught pressure (h), height of chimney (H) and absolute

temperature of outside air (Tt), when the discharge of hot gases is maximum.
10. Deduce an expression for the power required to drive (a) a forced draught fan, and (b) an

induced draught fan.

11. Define efficiency of chimney and write the expression to calculate the same.

OBJECTIVE TYPE QUESTIONS
1. The air pressure at the fuel bed is reduced below that of atmosphere by means of a fan

placed at Or near the bottom of the chimney to produce a draught. Such a draught , is called
(a) natural draught	 (b) induced draught
(c) forced draught	 (si) balanced draught

2. The draught may be produced by a
(a) mechanical fan	 (b) chimney	 (c) steam jet	 (d) all of these
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3. The draught in locomotive boilers is produced by a
(a) chimney	 (b) centrifugal fan (c) steam jet	 (d) none of these

4. The draught produced by a steam jet issuing from a nozzle placed in the chimney, is called
(a) induced steam jet draught 	 (b) forced steam jet draught
(c) chimney draught	 (d) none of these

5. The chimney draug varies with
(a) climatic c.iditions 	 (b) temperature of furnace gases
(c) height of chimney	 (d) all of these

6. rhe mechanical draught produces .........draught than natural draught.
(a) more	 (b) less

7. The mechaniGal draught ......the amount of smoke.
(a) increases	 (b) decreases	 (c) does not effect

8. The efficiency of the plant ......with the mechanical draught.
(a) increases	 (b) decreases	 (c) remains constant

9. The velocity of fluo gases (I') through the chimney under a static draught of!! metres is
given by

(a) 4.43 H'	 (b) 4.43 47?	 (c) (4.43 H')2	 (d) 4.43 (H')2
10. Which of the following statement is wrong?

(a)The mechanical draught reduces the height of chimney.
(b)The natural draught reduces the fuel consumption.
(c)A balanced draught is a combination of induced and forced draught.
(d)all of the above
(e)none of the above

ANSWERS
1. (b)	 .	 2.(d)	 3.(c)	 4.(a)	 5(d)
6(a)	 7(b)	 8.(a)	 9(b)	 10.(b


